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College narrows search
for Dean of Languages
By Megan Sowards
Staff Writer

During the next two weeks,
candidates for the newly created
Dean of Languages position will
present lectures and discussions
to the Middlebury College community.
Each of the three invited professors will give a formal talk on
an area of his or her expertise and
lead a discussion entitled: Foreign Language Learning and
Teaching in the 21st Century.
Through this process, the college
hopes to select its newest dean by
early April.
But members of the Dean of
Languages Search Committee are
looking for more than just a
strong resume. "All of the applicants are eminently quaimeu,
qualified," »<nu
said
Maciej Ceglowski '97, student
member of the search committee.

representative, faculty and staff
members and is headed by Vicê
President Ron Leibowitz.
After reviewing a pool of 40 applicants, members have selected
three external candidates and two
internal candidates as finalists. All
candidates are professors of foreign languages and are expected
to have both administrative and
teaching experience.
The guest lecturers will also be
dining with student representatives from each foreign language
department on campus to further
ensure the selection of someone
compatible with Middlebury's
philosophy.
Starting next year, the Dean of
Languages will oversee the eight
summer language schools, the five
Middlebury
abroad, and
— / schools
—

the international studies major,
"For the first time, the position
will
have some anchor in the un"We are looking to see how the
dergraduate
program," Leibowitz
candidates interact with others."
said.
Consequently, members of the
While
noWhile overseeing
overseeing me
the unci
internacommittee will be observing cantional
studies
major
will
be
a
large
didates' energy level and person- tional studies major will be a large
part of the dean's job, the position
ality as well as academic merits.
will also absorb the responsibiliThe series of lectures repre- fis of the Vice President of Lansents the culmination of the ef- guages.
forts of a search committee
formed in November of last year.
The committee includes a student
i n e commiuee u i u u u w « *
(see bearcn, page JJ

Alex Fuller

Greg Reynolds '98 aids his teammate in the log cutting event of the Mountain Club's Monster Challenge last
Saturday afternoon at the Snowbowl.

Hulst, Nelson earn SGA recognition
. . . . .
By Josh Irwin
News Editor

Sunday's SGA meeting commenced with the announcement of
the 1996-97 SGA Faculty Award
m
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the faculty honor gomgtoPohtcal
Science Professor Paul Nelson and
Dining Service's Board Plan Manager Russell Hulst earning the staff
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Symposium examines Africa's future
By Emily Manning

--xas?

has goneoniin ithe,pastand todraw
the right lessons from it. In Okoth-

k "

problems that have engulfed the re-

inDepthEditor

^".^rszsst.

Survival."
The events started Friday with a
keynote address, given by H.W.O.
Okoth-Ogendo, visiting professor
of law at New York University, and
continued with a panel discussion,
which included His Excellency Dr.
Benjamin E. Kikorir, Kenya's Ambassador to the United States; development economist Winifred
Armstrong; Leslie King, professor
of environmental studies at University of Northern British Columbia;
and Middlebury's Professor of
African Studies, John Spencer.
In his keynote address, OkothOgendo discussed the reasons behind Africa's current weak position
a n d what should be done to improve the continent's governmental
framework.
"Sub-Saharan Africa is in danger
of entering the 21st century less
prepared for the challenge of development than it was a half century
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Chateau dinner celebrates
Tibet's National Uprising
Day
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ning, Randy Landgren and the
Executive Vice Presidents David
Ginevan and Ron Liebowitz.of the
Draft Facilities Plan, an extensive
blueprint for college construction
and renovation through the next
decade.
The presentation was the latest
in a series to various groups as well
as the college community at large
designed to gather public input
and to explain the complexities of
the document.
Feedback received during the
two months since the plan's release
has boosted the number of potential projects on the list from the 38
originally identified to 63 in the
current version. "We are at a point
where we are hoping that most
people who recognize needs on
campus will have spoken about
those needs," Landgren said,
adding that the next step will be a
prioritization of the identified
needs.
Among the three issues of
greatest importance from the
SGA's perspective, Landgren suggested, was the future of first-year
residences.
The proposed "critical mass" of
30 first-year's to be grouped together under new integrated housing had prompted immediate objections throughout the open
discussion process, he said. The
majority of suggestions recomBarreda
(see Hulst, page 4)

>99 and John Felton'99 noted that
although past efforts to compensate JCs by awarding perks such as
free parking tickets as well as
bookstore and Crest Room credits
nave
m , F . . » . an imhave rai.ea,
failed, "JCs w
comprise
portant segment of Middlebury's
residential life system and are the
foundation of first-years' experience." The two also told the assembly that Assistant Director of
Residential Life Wendy Russell be-
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SGA proposal gains faculty approval
By Josh Irwin

amendment to the Faculty
Council's proposal for the EAC,
A compromise between the SGA which called for a parallel Student
and the Faculty Council on the Educational Affairs Committee
question of student representation (SEAC). The amendment proposed
to the newly-formed Educational that the SEAC would "meet with
Affairs Committee (EAC) received the EAC at least once a month to
formal faculty approval at Mon- consider long-term educational
policy and to be consulted on any
day's monthly faculty meeting.
The merging of the Educational proposal on educational policies
Council with the Teaching Re- before it is brought to the Faculty."
sources Council in an effort to pro- The student committee would also
vide a new committee with the "have the right to speak on such ispower to enact Ed. Council deci- sues when they are debated at
sions and to streamline the deci- meetings of the Faculty and itself
sion-making process had prompt- have license to bring proposals on
ed widespread SGA anxiety over curriculum and educational policy
student voice on matters of cur- to the EAC."
riculum.
An additional major component
of the arrangement
An additional major component of
would
be
the
SEAC's ability to
the arrangement would be the
"invite" one faculty
SEAC's ability to "invite" one faculty
member of the EAC
member from the EAC to serve in
to serve in what the
amendment proan advisory capacity.
posal called "an adThe Ed. Council, which will visory capacity, providing faculty
cease to exist at the end of the term, I perspective on issues and facilitatcurrently includes four student ing dialogue between the student
representatives, but concerns over committee and the EAC."
the need for confidentially on some
There was limited discussion on
matters to be handled by thé EAC » reducing the frequency of the
had led to the exclusion, of direct meetings between the EAC and its
student representation from the student counterpart to once a senew committee. Instead five voting mester, which SGA President Karen
faculty and two non-voting admin- Lewis '97 discouraged.
istrators will comprise the EAC.
"Our greatest concern ... is that
In response, the SGA formulated ' students will be out of the loop," she
News Editor

ByGwynn
News

Assistant

Clarkson student dies at fraternity

pledge

party

TWelve men from the Theta Chi fraternity at Clarkson University
have been charged with hazing, reckless endangerment, and other offenses involving the death of 17-year-old student Binaya Oja during
a fraternity pledge party last month.
Beer and hard liquor were served to the 21 fraternity pledges who
were invited to an off-campus residence. Local Police Chief Terry
McKendree reported that the fraternity's goal in inducing extreme
intoxication was "to see who they could make throw up first."
Oja, who was among the pledges who spent the night under the
alleged observation of the fraternity members, was found unconscious in a room the following morning. He was later pronounced
dead at a nearby hospital.
All but one of the men charged were members of Theta Chi. The
university has suspended the organization from campus and the national fraternity has retracted the Clarkson chapter's charter.

Professor charged with
chemistry

department

trading
gold

A University of Connecticut chemistry professor has been
charged with dealing stolen gold for jewelry and money. Police stumbled onto Edward S. Kostiner's peculiar money-making scheme
when they discovered his exchange Of gold with a local jewelry store
last month. While he has been charged with larceny, Kostiner's position is still under review, according to the university.
Kostiner allegedly traded 23-karat and 24-karat pieces of gold
stolen from the laboratory for a watch from Tiffany's and cash payments that together totaled $7,380. Also in Kostiner's possession
$12,000 worth of university gold.

S.M.U.Theology

Department

African discussion examines 'crisis3
Shenna Bellows
Staff Writer

receives donation

of rare Bibles

Flexibility of action was the
motto for last week's Fourth Annual Sub-Saharan African Symposium on sustainable development.
A Southern Methodist University alumna has donated an extenSnow caused some rescheduling of
sive collection of Bibles to the school's theology depar tment The colevents but as Andrew Reisner '97,
lection, which was comprised of over 500 Bibles, includes a 13th cenmember of the Symposium Executury manuscript and rare editions from the 16th and 17th centuries.
tive Committee, commented, "This
Another highlight of the collection is an edition illustrated by Salhas been our strongest overall symvador Dali in 1967. Elizabeth and Charles Prothro's contribution will
posium in four years despite the
be exhibited publicly throughout the year.
weather delays. We were particularly excited by the degree of audience participation and attendance."
On the second day of the symposium, luncheon presentations
Source:
and a panel discussion addressing
the theme of sustainable development in Sub-Saharan Africa were
held in Redfield Proctor.
The luncheon presentations
were given by Townsend Swayze,
senior operations officer at the
World Bank, and by Joshua Forrest,
professor of political science at the
University of Vermont. The two
disagreed about the future of
Africa. Having just returned from a
trip to Sierra Leon, Ghana and
Nigeria, Swayze began his talk by
stating, "There is no question that
Africa is in a state of profound crisis."
He went on to describe the primary forces driving the crisis: a
heavy reliance on natural resources, extreme poverty, an unprecedented demographic explosion, the pressures of economic
growth on the environment, and
political instability.
Such pressures have led to deforestation, desertification, and soil
degradation in all of the six broad
Sub-Saharan ecological zones.
These environmental problems
threaten Africa's ability to feed its
Courtesy of Intellicast at http://www.intellicast.com
population. As noted in opening

Four day forecast

said, raising the significant possibility that with little contact between the two committees the
SEAC members might "be off on a
completely different tangent."
Lewis emphasized also that she anticipated an "extended agenda-setting meeting" early in the semester
and that the two committees would
subsequendy maintain communication and cooperation by meeting
briefly in the following months "to
check-in, draft proposals, and hear
what the other group is doing." The
amendment eventually passed
unanimously.
In other business, the faculty
tabled discussion of college-funded
off-campus courses during Winter
Term and appointed Art Professor
Kirsten Powell to a three year position on the Committee on Reappointment and Priscilla Bremser,
professor of math and computer
science, to a one-year position.
The meeting also heard English
Professor Robert Pack urge his colleagues to attend a faculty discussion today to examine how Mid;...
dlebury arrives at criteria for
scholarships and grants as well as
the message the college conveys
when endorsing specific individuals for whom the awards are
named. Pack's concerns were
prompted by an article in the recent
Middlebury
Magazine about a
scholarship named for Professor
Emeritus of Folklore Horace Beck.

remarks by Economics Professor The development projects'that I've
David Horlacher, agricultural pro- seen in Africa that have been most
duction is growing at a rate of only successful are those that have come
2 percent each year while the pop- from the villages and not internaulation in Africa increases at an an- tional development agents." Furnual rate of 3 percent.
thermore, Forrest asked, "Is there
Swayze outlined specific propos- such a thing as development? Or is
als to combat these problems in- development a view from the Westcluding reforestation, education of ern world that we choose to impose
women, resettlement of refugees on these countries?"
and restoration of rural infrastrucA panel discussion followed the
ture.
luncheon presentations. Moderated
Swayze's conclusions were cau- by Economics Professor Sunder
tiously hopeful. "Sustainable devel- Ramaswamy, the panel discussed
opment," said Swayze, "is the key- specific ways in which the concept
stone to survival of Sub-Saharan of sustainable development could
Africa." Nonetheless, he allowed be applied.
that, "The commitment to go forPanelists concurred that sustainward is high, but the road to recov- able development requires particiery is clearly long."
pation from the private sector and
In contrast to Swayze, Forrest grassroots levels. Charles Steedpainted an optimistic picture of the man, vice president of Associates in
current situation in Africa. "The re- Rural Development, Inc., spoke
ality is most of Sub-Saharan Africa first. He discussed the importance
is at peace. The reality is that most of reducing state intervention in
African households have more markets as a first step in promoting
than enough to eat." Forrest con- economic growth, which he viewed
tinued on to explain the signifi- as a prerequisite to development.
cance of Africa's "informal econoThe second panelist, Edwin
my" in which neighbors barter Cooper, CEO of Cooper and Co
goods and services outside of the . which founded Liberia's first compurview of government. "Many of mercial investment bank, spoke of
us view it as an overlooked aspect the difficulties associated with esof Africa's economic strength tablishing private enterprise in
which accounts for the fact that Africa.
most people are not hungry but in
Cooper then offered a challenge
fact well fed."
to Middlebury students to become
Forrest proposed that many involved in a specific project in
Africans store wealth in the form of Africa, noting that the most effecexpensive textiles and cattle. Be- tive way for students to learn from
cause the West traditionally stores Africa and lend support to Africa is
wealth in the form of money, West- to "build a bridge from Middleern observers might assume an bury College to Africa."
African, wealthy in textiles and catThe final panelist, Leslie King,
- tie, to be poor.
professor of environmental studies
Ultimately, Forrest challenged at the University of Northern
Swayze's proposed plans for sus- British Columbia, concluded with a
tainable development saying, "It is slide presentation of a grassroots
already a sustainable economy...
(see African, page 4)
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Symposium examines Africa's political and economic future
becofhe so centered around the
(continued from page 1)
the fall of colonialism, most chief executives, that the legislaAfrican countries hastily drafted tures have become an instrument
constitutions based on colonial for the fortification of the executive
ideologies because that was the branch.
only law they had known. Colonial
As a result, the social climate in
rulers had not set up any political sub-Saharan Africa is unstable.
institutions on which they could "What remains of constitutions,
depend.
whether they are civilian constituAt the beginning of this decade, tions or constitutions introduced
only seven African countries had by the military, are little more than
experienced peaceful transitions of weapons in the consolidation of
political power. Four of these coun- political power," Okoth-Ogendo
tries, however, experienced it commented. "There is crisis in
through the demise of former lead- every sector of social, economic,
and political life."
ers.
According to Okoth-Ogendo,
According to Okoth-Ogendo,
power in all of these countries has the message that development will

. . .
.
- ' .
continue to allude
sub-Saharan
Africa, as long as the structural
framework and the concept of political decision-making remain as
weak as it is today, is clear throughout the region.
'.,
This is primarily evident in the
increase of demand for constitutional change or reform. Unless
great care is taken, Okoth-Ogendo
believes that the mistakes of the
past 40 years may be reproduced.
While there is a great deal of discussion centered around the liberation of power from the elite, there,
according to Okoth-Ogendo, is not
enough talk concerning the social
ideology that should define the

McCardell greets Baumgarten family members

Alex Fuller

President McCardell greets the mother and sister of Matteo Baumgarten at the presentation of the first annual Baumgarten '98 and Udzenija '99 Memorial Award.
_
•

Search narrows for Dean of Languages
guage component of the interna- Room. He will lead a discussion
(continued from page 1)
on Friday at 4:15 p.m. in Mitchell
guage schools and the Middle- tional studies major
The first lecturer in the series is Green Lounge.
bury schools abroad are adminisNext Monday, Cristina Gonzatered by the Vice President of Lan- University of Richmond Professor
of French Robert Terry. Professor lez, professor of Spanish at the
guages.
Although the Dean of Lan- Terry spoke Tuesday and will lead University of Massachusetts at
guages' job description does not his discussion of the study and Amherst, will deliver her lecture at
involve any direct interaction with teaching of foreign language in 4:15 p.m. in the Redfield Proctor
the individual foreign language Mitchell Green Lounge at 4:15 Room and her discussion will be
held on Tuesday, March 18 at 4:15
departments on campus, the posi- p.m. today.
Russian Professor Mike Katz, p.m. in Mitchell Green Lounge.
tion does require the candidate to
Two professors of foreign lanbe intimately familiar with the from the University of Texas at
guage
at Middlebury have also
Austin will give a talk entitled
learning process of language.
been
selected
as finalists: German
"The
Superfluous
Man
in
19th
"We need someone who underProfessor
Michael
Geisler, and
Century
Russian
Literature:
The
stands the impact of foreign lanRussian
Professor
Tom
Beyer will
perspective
of
a
woman
writer,"
at
guage study," said Leibowitz, also
present
similar
lectures,
although
4:15
p.m.
in
the
Redfield
Proctor
noting the strong foreign lanthey have not yet been scheduled.
Students are encouraged to attend the series of lectures and
their input is welcomed either in
writing or by phone to Leibowitz
or the student search committee
representative Ceglowski.

Okoth-Ogendo
1
. •1•
1
A.L
.. J ~ stated. In
I m addition,
rt/i/1lflA
structure, management. and
utilizathe region needs to realize that contion of the power.
"Current proposals [for consti- stitution making is not undertaken
tutions] are to the lesser a produc- to simply achieve short-term goals.
tion of liberal western constitu- The process should also concern
tions," Okoth-Ogendo stated."Have the region's future aspirations.
Moreover, the creation of a conwe forgotten so soon that those are
the same models which sub-Saha- stitution, according to Okothran Africa started off with four Ogendo, should not be an attempt
decades ago and which raided to solve too many specific probthem completely of their liberal de- lems. "Even though all constitumocratic competence." According tions are mortal, every exercise in
to Okoth-Ogendo, constitution constitutional change must have
making in sub-Saharan Africa is. some form of pre-commitment insimply "an affair of plagiarism."
Moreover, the creation of a conOkoth-Ogendo —— stitution, according to Okothstressed that the whole
region has the oppor- Ogendo, should not be an
tunity to develop con- attempt to solve too many spestitutional models that
cific problems."Even though all
are both conceptual
and far more centered constitutions are mortal, every
around the rich cultur- exercise in constitutional change
al diversity which
must have some form of preabounds in the region.
"A
constitution commitment intending to help
works mainly because several generations," he comit is an accurate intermented.
pretation of a people's
history," he commenttending to help several generaed.
According to Okoth-Ogendo, a tions," he commented.
He stressed that a constitution
working constitution can only be
must
be concentrated on generaliachieved through mechanisms
which are meaningful to the society ties. Constitution-makers must
which the constitution is intended also understand that merely having
to govern. The main concern now a constitution will not solve their
is that all of society is not involved problems. Rather, they must have
one that functions in a society that
in the discourse.
"Constitutional discourse that is understands the importance of ponow going on in sub-Saharan litical compromise. "No constituAfrica is being conducted in lan- tion can cure a sick society," he
guages that have totally marginal- commented. "For if it could, Africa
ized the people on whose behalf would not have suffered."
Panel discussion participants
those demands are being made,"
Okoth-Ogendo commented. He agreed with Okoth-Ogendo's idecontinued on to offered a frame- ologies. Armstrong, a consulting
work for the creation of constitu- economist for the Regional Plan
tions and stressed that the process Association who has worked in demaking needs to be taken more se- velopment in sixteen African counriously. Rather than seeking public tries, commented that we can no
consent after a constitution is longer assume that one model of
drawn up, political leaders must in- globalization is applicable to the
volve all of society throughout the world. "We assumed that our model
would help Africa," she commententire process.
"What many of our leaders are ed."! don't think it is working very
seeking, I'm afraid to say, is public well. I don't think our fantasies are
reaction, not even public consent," adequate in the realms of this soci-
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African discussion examines 'crisis'
Symposium Executive Committee, go.
(continued from page 2)
Swayze replied that while
development program, CAMP- asked King to show a slide pictur"There's
an enormous resiliency in
ing
a
village
community
meeting
FIRE, in which she had been involved. CAMPFIRE establishes beneath a tree to discuss a CAMP- terms of what's happening from
village to village... there still relinkages between villages and safari FIRE initiative.
companies. The villages allow saMinott drew an analogy be- main enormous tasks." He spoke of
fari companies to organize the tween the tree and Africa's eco- the lack of infrastructure and basic
hunting of a limited number of nomic confidence. She likened de- services in rural villages.
Kulani Chitsamba '00
large game in return for a
disagreed with Swayze's
share of the enormous Minott likened deforestation to the
interpretation. "We're
profits. Profits are distrib- destruction of Africa's economic selftrying to put Western
uted among all villagers
esteem. In her view, the solution to
structures within our
providing an economic
economy. The African
incentive
for
the Africa's development problem is grasscontinent is rejecting
guardianship of the large roots participation as illustrated in the
these Western ideas
game.
village gathering under the tree.
which
are not part of
Although each panelist
possessed a very different perspec- forestation to the destruction of Africa... The solutions for Africa
tive on sustainable development in Africa's economic self-esteem. In are not in DC or London or New
Africa, their presentations shared her view, the solution to Africa's de- York but in Africa itself."
Bongani Dlamini '98, member
common themes of empowerment velopment problem is grassroots
of local communities through the participation as illustrated in the of the Symposium Executive Comdecentralization and noninterven- village gathering under the tree. mittee, formally concluded the afShe said the approach to be taken is ternoon, saying, "I urge you to
tion of the state.
The proposals put forward by "let's get together and sit under A think about what we've learned
the panelists provoked thoughtful TREE." The acronym, she pro- here today, and more importantly,
commentary from the audience. posed, should stand for "Africa: To- what we can do about it."
The Sub-Saharan Symposium
Suzanne Minott '99, member of the ward Rejuvenated Economic Esteem."
Committee plans to discuss the feaMuchiri Kabuga '99 extended sibility of adopting a particular
the metaphor in a question direct- project in Africa and hopes to host
ed to Townsend Swayzey. Kabugo a fifth symposium next year.
questioned which interpretation —
the negative, macro-level picture
presented by Swayze or the positive, micro-level perspective pre- (continued from page 1)
sented by Forrest — was "the true mended the number in each firstone.""If the roots are doing so well, year group be raised to between 60
why are the leaves and branches and 125 students.
withering and dying?" asked KabuThe issue of centralized dining
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Responded to a report of marijuana
use in Hepburn.

03/07/97
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Responded to a report of marijuana
use in Starr.

03/07/97

Responded to a report of marijuana
use in Kelly

03/07/97

Responded to a report of marijuana
use in Milliken.

03/07/97

Responded to a report of a student driving
on the lawn by Battell.

03/09/97

Confiscated an illegal keg from Hepburn.

03/09/97

Responded to an illegal party in Painter.
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j
Hepburn.
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The assembly also spend extensive time considering the problem
of parking, as well as the merits of
common space within dorms versus additional square footage for
individual rooms. Ultimately the
Facilities Plan will enjoy an extended feedback period and eventually be finalized for the October
meeting of the board of trustees.

A m a l g a m a t e d Culture Works
2038 S h e l b u r n e Rd - S h e l b u r n e ' 9 8 5 - 5 5 2 2
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had also drawn criticism during
past presentations, Landgren said,
most coming from the perception
that "centralized" meant "a room
that could hold about 1300 people
all eating at the same time, all talking at the same time." Instead, he
explained, a centralized facility
would be efficient for the purposes of a kitchen and a "servery" but
would offer a host of options in
terms of dining room size and ambiance.
The third major issue, and one
Landgren said he had heard little
about, was the possibility of moving the student center closer to the
centralized dining facility. The silence, he speculated, meant that
most of the college approved.
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The symposium looked into the absence of infrastructure and basic services
in rural villages throughout sub-Saharan Africa.
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Bruce continues review of campus life Thompson stresses need for

G

ood stuff: 1. The guy who
lent me his sled: It was
Wednesday night, the
night of the big snow. I had just borrowed a Crest Room tray for sled-

Noah Bruce '98
ding purposes and was waiting for
my friends to finish eating so that
we could go sled down the hill in
front of Mead. Just then, this tall guy
who was about to enter McCullough
turns to me and says "Don't use that
tray to go sledding." "Why not?" I
say."Because you can use my house's
sled. Just make sure you put it back
under that light." "Oh wow," says I
"Thanks." And I really meant it too.
First of all, sledding with a sled beats
out sledding with a tray any day.
More importantly though, this guy
affirmed for me one of the things I
like best about Middlebury: the
abundance of genuinely good guys
and gals. There was no reason other
than goodness of his heart for this
guy to offer me use of his sled and I
thank him for it.
Note: I returned the tray to the
Crest Room.
2. Language tables at Le Chateau:
The language tables provide a good
opportunity to make up for the lack
of conversation in Midd language
classes— at least there is this lack in
Spanish classes. If English is your
first language and you don't talk
much in your foreign language
class, chances are you are not practicing your skills outside of your

reading and drillwork. Alas, there is
the stigma of uncoolness, probably
born out of the nervousness of not
being able to communicate well,
that is attached to two native English speakers trying to converse in a
foreign tongue. The language tables
remedy this, at least somewhat.
Conversation in the foreign language is mandatory, and beginners
are rarely alone. As an added bonus,
the new Chateau cooks have improved upon last year's food which
even then was superior to the Proctor and STU fare.
Bad Stuff:
1. M.I.K.E: Alright. Raise your
hand if you have ever used M.I.K.E.
That's what I thought. Middlebury
Interactive Kiosk Environments
were installed in McCullough, the
Field House, and Proctor to provide
students with the ability to access
their personal class schedules, to
allow students and staff to check the
status of and pay their PIN bills
without going to the registrar, and
to provide both college and town
with the calendar of Middlebury
events. Problem is you can do all
this stuff, with the exception of PIN
bill access, on the Web. In fact
M.I.K.E. has been so thoroughly
outdated by the WEB that I.B.M.—
M.I.K.E.'s manufacturer— no
longer creates new M.I.K.E software. Middlebury's Information
Technology Service informs me that
students do use M.I.K.E. to pay their
PIN bills but aside from this

M.I.K.E's sole function seems to be
to provide the passing student with
a few seconds of film footage from
Winter Ball or Middlebury sports.
2. The Snow Bowl: Normally I
love the Snow Bowl. It's close, its big
enough for me, and for Midd students it's a bargain— although
prices have gone up $25 this year,
the first price jump in ten years. But
last Thursday the Snow Bowl let me
down. After the universe harmonized and caused nine inches of
snow to fall and my afternoon class
to be canceled, I decided to go skiing. I skipped lunch, grabbed my
buddy Bardolf, hit McDonald's, and
drove 25 miles an hour behind a
snowplow the whole way up the
mountain. And when I got there, all
we found were a bunch of disgruntled would-be skiers. The chair lifts
weren't moving, and the ski house
was closed. There wasn't even a sign
on the door explaining why.
Me: "It's the snowiest day of the
year, maybe the snowiest day of my
Middlebury career, and the Snow
Bowl is closed! Closed! Darnit all!"
Bardolf: "Woe be unto those who
have brought such misfortunes to
pass!"
Turns out there was an explanation: winds were high and the chair
lifts were banging into the poles. A
likely story. Seriously though, there
should be some way of letting us
know that the Bowl is closed down.
Either campus wide phone mail or
e-mail would save a lot of hassle.

Consigli learns from family tragedy

T

his past summer I experienced the worst event that
has ever happened during
my life. On July 15,1996, my sister,
father and mother were involved in
a terrible car crash. As they were

Adam Consigli'99
driving home a drunk driver hit
their car head-on at a speed of over
fifty miles an hour. Three out of the
four people in the collision suffered
major injuries. My mother sustained the worst of them with a collapsed lung, internal bleeding in the
intestinal and stomach tracts, a broken ankle, a broken arm, a broken
nose, a broken pelvis, many deep
bruises and cuts all over her body,
and a contusion in her brain. My father had over eleven breaks in his
right thigh. My sister, although sustaining no major physical injuries,
had many bruises and cuts all over.
In the weeks after the near fatal
tragedy, my mother came dangerously close to passing away in her
medically induced coma. This was
one of the scariest times in my life.
In a matter of seconds my mother
was almost taken away from her
family. Once the first week ended,
my mother began to rapidly recover. She was taken out of intensive
care and placed in a less than intensive care unit. Within the next few
painful weeks my mother was
transferred to a rehabilitation hospital closer to our home. At this
hospital she continued to recover at
a rapid rate. After I had gone to
school, around mid-September, my
mother returned home. She now
continues to face a long road ahead
toward full physical rèeovëry. Unfortunately, the impact 4eft my
mother with some brain damage

that partially impaired her hearing
and sight.
My father was home only a week
after the accident and a few days
after his nine hour operation to repair his leg. He had to remain off his
feet for almost a month. He was not
able to put any of his weight on his
right leg for almost four months.
The long journey is not over, as he
continues to rehabilitate his right
leg.
The impact the accident had on
my sister and me was very great. We
had gone from dependence on our
parents to independence in a matter of seconds. I am glad to say that
my family is very tight. With the
help of our friends and family, we
were able to pull together and survive through these intense and
stressful times. Through these terrible times we also made many sacrifices to help us make it through. Although I consider our rising over
the odds a tremendous achievement, I am most proud of my family for what transpired last Friday,
March 7,1996.
On that day the driver of the
other car, who has also not fully recovered from thè accident, was
tried in a criminal court for drunk
driving, speeding, and failing to
stay to the right side of the road.
The state of Massachusetts wanted
to put the other driver in jail for a
minimum of two and a half years.
My family, lead by my mother, did
not want to put die driver behind
bars, but instead wanted to help educate her and to help her to conquer
her self-admitted problem. We
pushed for the option of a two week
lock-up in an education facility,
sixty hours of community service,
the loss of her license for a year, and
probation for a year. The judge at

first questioned whether this is
what we really wanted and then delivered the requested sentence.
Like many others, I was very
proud of my family for their ability
to forgive. I have always felt the love
that my family conveyed to me and
now, through that action, others
have experienced that love also. I do
not know when things in my family will get back to normal, but I do
not think it matters as long as I have
my family.
I am especially thankful and
proud of the recovery that my parents have undergone and hope that
both of them will continue to lead
by example for my siblings and me.
The greatest thing that I have
learned from this whole ordeal is
that to forgive is to love and to love
is to overcome any obstacle. I believe that my family has done this
and it is an excellent example for all
others to follow.

Humanities major

!Active Voice

ested in the same quests for understanding. The quests may fall
into traditional disciplines of
English, Religion, Philosophy,
Political Science, Classics or Sociology.
But they are applicable generally, not just as a "fact" or "skill"
to be acquired for a job. Moreover, not all classes within these
disciplines investigate (or take
seriously) these quests.
In order to complete a major

by Heather Thompson '97
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We attend a liberal arts college. We do not attend a university. Liberal arts colleges are usually small and residential, and
they are usually located in rural
or suburban areas. But the distinction between liberal arts colleges and universities must be
understood on a more fundamental level.

The,

Ultimately, a liberal arts col- within one department, a few
lege must look at learning differ- classes that deal with fundamenently. It is not merely a means to tal questions and many that do
an end: a set of facts and skills not.
While a large scale reformawhich must be acquired to carry
out a specialized profession. The tion would be necessary to bring
liberal arts college must set its the curriculum into line with the
goals not at just making people ideal of a liberal arts college, a
who can get jobs, but at making more simple solution is immedibroadly-educated human beings ately practicable and necessary.
who have considered the most Middlebury should institute a
General Humanities major.
important questions in life.
Our current curriculum does not rep- Our current curriculum does
resent this liberal arts not represent this liberal arts
ideal. Our distribution
ideal. Our distribution
requirements d o not
set us on a course to- requirements do not set us on
ward becoming broad- a course toward becoming
ly-educated human bebroadly-educated human
ings, since one can
usually take extremely beings, since one can usually
specialized and job- take extremely specialized and
specific courses to meet
these
requirements. job-specific courses to meet
Majors and minors, these requirements.
similarly, do not necessarily reWorking across disciplines,
flect a broad understanding of students would be able to investhe most important questions, tigate the most fundamental
since they are most often con- questions from a variety of percerned with skill mastery within spectives, rather than taking a
a particular discipline.
majority of courses that do not
Within the Humanities and address these questions merely
Social Science Divisions, there to meet major requirements.
are many courses that do address This major would not be a freefundamentally important ques- for-all program in which stutions. These questions include: dents could take any classes they
What is the best life? What is jus- wished, but rather a structured
tice? What is the most important and rigorous program (much
knowledge? And even, How do like the successful Literary Studwe determine what constitutes a ies major already available here)
fundamentally important ques- of study designed by the professors who teach the courses that
tion?
These questions are not neces- would be included. There is alsarily addressed explicitly or the- ready a significant demand for
matically. They arise naturally this type of program. Some who
from the reading of books by au- would have chosen such a major
thors who were interested in all have decided to muddle through
these questions. And soon, one a traditional major, getting the
begins to see that many of the requirements out of the way and
(see Humanities, page 8)
truly talented authors were inter-

Junior urges need for open-mindedness

W

ho is the most beautiful supermodel...? I
am writing this letter
in response to Irakly Areshidze's
letter of March 5, 1997 entided

James T. Holland'98
"College Limits Student Voice."
Areshidze feels as though students only possess "talking
power" on the Middlebury campus. Although I may agree with
his opinion, I refuse to acknowledge that the trustees, administration, and faculty are wholly responsible. We, as students, must
ask ourselves why we only have
"talking power"; and if we do
only have "talking power," then

how does that limit student voice?
Yes, there is an abundance of student leaders on the Middlebury
campus. Areshidze proclaims
himself as one of these student
leaders. I commend him for his
desire to "learn how to work
within the Middlebury community"; however, I feel as though
Areshidze is too hasty to criticize.
The motivation for Areshidze's
letter was to discuss the replacement of the Education Council
(EC) by an Education Affairs
Council (EAC), specifically focusing on the lack of student representation on the proposed
EAC.
However, Areshidze, unbeknownst to himself, shares in the

responsibility for this outcome.
Let me set up the scenario for you
as Areshidze asserts. Professor
Schine of the Religion Department and a member of the Faculty Council proposed to the Student Government Association
(SGA) General Assembly the replacement of the EC by the EAC,
a body lacking in student representation.
Areshidze was outraged with
the latter part of this proposal. I
agree with Areshidze that lack of
student representation on the
EAC is problematic. One would
expect the average Middlebury
student to acknowledge an inherent problem with .the proposed
i iî
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Social behavior

This semester has been a difficult one for social houses at
Middlebury. Following the alcohol overdose at Sig Ep, house
practices have been closely scrutinized. Pledge is being overhauled by Residential Life, and underage drinking in general
has attracted a lot of attention. The perception seems to be
that the partying that goes on in social houses is the root of
the problem; members should maintain stricter control over
alcohol consumption, not only of their pledge classes but also
of all guests at their parties.
But this approach overlooks the essential paradox of social
house regulation. As an official social resource for Middlebury's student population, houses are expected to hold open
(non-invitational) parties. They are also expected not to serve
alcohol to anyone under 21. The fact is, though, that 3/4 of
this campus is underage — and the crowds at open social
house parties tend to be composed mostly of underclassmen.
House members diligently request i.d. and mark hands at the
door, but once inside, guests are more or less on their own.
So far, no one has come up with a feasible system for making
sure that only legal drinkers are served. In the hectic environment of a social house party, it's every guest for him or
herself — and this, in the end, represents both the problem
and its solution.
Is it really members' responsibility to regulate all the imbibing that goes on at open events? Every time houses hold
big parties, they put themselves at risk: they don't want to
have to be responsible for the actions of all their guests, particularly those who drink before showing up. (Overdosing on
alcohol actually obtained at a crowded social house event
would require serious time and effort.) In the face of this task,
daunted social house members have been having more closed
parties, keeping non-members out altogether in order to decrease hassle and avoid big trouble with security and the administration (not to mention state law).
It's unrealistic to believe that the houses represent the worst
alcohol problem on campus; Winter Carnival Weekend saw
more students taken from the Ball to the hospital than from
any social house. It's also unrealistic to think that individual
social houses can monitor the activities of all the students
who pass through their doors, often floating from one event
to another. In the end, individuals of any age are going to have
to take responsibility for themselves, avoid dangerous situations and recognize their own limits, for everyone's sake.
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Letters to the Editor

Professor Leng responds to Campus
To the Editor,
As a member of the COR, the
faculty committee that decides on
tenure decisions, I found your editorial urging tenure for students
intriguing. Your discussion, however, inadvertently neglected the
first part of the process, that is,
the probationary period and the
tenure review.
The current requirements for
faculty to receive tenure, after
seven years of teaching, are: "exceptional" teaching, "significant"
scholarship, and service to the
College community. If faculty do
not meet all three requirements
their contracts are not renewed.
The first seven years of a faculty
member's career at Middlebury

are not very secure at all.
If we adopted a tenure system
for students, I suppose we could
have a comparable review, perhaps at the end of the sophomore
year. "Exceptional learning" could
be substituted for exceptional
teaching, with something like an
"A-" average required to pass the
review. (The average GPA at Middlebury now is approaching a
B+.) The scholarship review
could focus on student papers
and independent projects with, as
is the case with faculty reviews,
referees from both inside and
outside the College. The service
component of the review would
be similar to the faculty review.
About one half of the faculty

editorial
who are hired at Middlebury
eventually receive tenure, after
passing through three rigorous
reviews. I suspect the average for
students would be about the
same. The culling out process
would help us come closer to the
Campus characterization of a
true community of secure scholars'. Oh, by the way, the faculty reviews continue periodically after
tenure— I am undergoing one
this spring. Perhaps we could do
something comparable for the remaining students at the end of
their senior year.
Russell J. Leng is a professor of
Political Science at Middlebury
College.

Juniors criticize argument for legaliztion of prostitution
We are writing in reply to Mr. of choice, it is made an option tution is completely unsafe for the
Libby's article supporting the le- only when one's basic survival is woman— you seem to focus prigalization of prostitution in the at risk.
marily on the benefits to the cusFeb. 26th edition of the Campus.
That so many women are in a tomers in your last article. And
To begin with, your entire argu- position of such poverty that they whether you "care" or not, prostiment is based on the assumption would turn to selling their bodies, tution is completely degrading
that people would abide by the as objects, in order to stay alive towards women and perpetuates
laws of regulation and govern- says a lot about the society we live oppressive and misogynist attimental standards. If this were a in.
tudes — such as many of your arlegitimate claim, prostitution
We would now like to address ticles seem to embody.
would not be an issue at
In conclusion, if you
Prostitution is illegal based on the
all.
wish to continue to write
Prostitution is illegal understanding that human bodies
about issues which are
based on the underdirectly related to our
should not be bought or sold.
standing that human
well-being, as women in
bodies should not be bought or your disdain for moral issues: You society, we demand that you subsold— the same reasoning which cannot separate morality from stantiate your claims with some
makes slavery illegal, and that the law. Our legal system is based type of evidence and rationale. It
human life is not a commodity. To primarily on the tenants of the is detrimental to the people on
legalize prostitution would legit- Ten Commandments. If laws were this campus to make broad
imize the misuse of women's bod- not based on some sort of gener- sweeping claims which are pureies. This would not counteract al morality, then we would be able ly argued, and which call for disoppressive attitudes or condi- to murder or rape others, as long empowerment of women.
tions, rather, it would lend validi- as it was not against our own perPersonal opinions are worthty to them. Prostitution is, by a sonal morality. This is why laws less to the public at large if they
nature, a capitalist activity whose exist, to give us the boundaries of are bred out of ignorance and
main motive is profit. Any society established "wrongs" and "rights." presented without rationale.
Î' i t : '
I'
that allows prostitution defines In America, wè are free unless our
women's bodies as commodity freedom harms another person
Michole
Biancosino
and
and is therefore a society that per- or impinges on their personal Katherine' Inglis are members of
petuates oppression of women, rights or safety.
•thé Middlebury College Class of
Prostitution is not an occupation
Prostitution sells rights. Prosti- 1998." crc:,
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Senior reviews Areshidze's assertions about SGA

s the Russian proverb
says: "a fool can throw a
. stone into a lake and a
hundred wise men won't be able to
get it back." Last week's editorial

Maciej Ceglowski '97
by Irakly Areshidze '00 was followed by a great big splashing
sound, as an issue thàt had been
effectively and amicably settled
after some legitimate concern became the seed for a fatuous protest
that makes us all look bad.
Although Areshidze proclaims
himself an opponent of rhetoric,
the art of persuasive and effective
speech, he has no problem using
false analogies in the tradition of
his friend Socrates. In comparing
the college community to Congress, he portrays Middlebury as a
place where four competing
camps — faculty, staff, administration, and students— struggle
incessantly for power. In his view,
any reduction in voting power by
students, such as the recent
changes in the structure of the
Educational Affairs Committee,
means that they will become disenfranchised and further isolated
from the centers of power.
To hold that students don't
have power at this college is
patently ridiculous. Anyone familiar with European universities or
even large state schools in the U.S.
will immediately recognize that

Middlebury College revolves does not seem to understand the and senior years, they may find
dynamic that holds the different themselves regularly sharing
around its students.
To say that students risk being elements of this community to- meals and conversation with faculty who "have also become
marginalized in an environment gether. .
The college is not a training friends.
where faculty put teaching above
All faculty — senior adminiseverything else in their profes- course in leadership or goversional lives, where staff members nance. A true leader needs to trators included — have spent
— many years as students in
go out of their way to
pursuit of their advanced deHaving
an
SGA
member
throw
a
offer us services and
grees, so that student concomforts we confidently temper tantrum on the opinions
cerns are not too far from
take for granted, and
their hearts. In addition,
where
administrators page of the school newspaper
they live and work in an enmake consistent efforts to serves to erode that confidence.
vironment
that values ratiowork with the student Areshidze complains about lack of
nal
thinking
and open debody, is the ultimate in
power without offering solutions
bate, so that even the most
egotism.
hard-hearted old codger
Areshidze's declared or counter-arguments that have
may still be persuaded by a
desire to become a leader any semblance of coherency.
well stated case.
seems to predispose him
to an antagonistic view of Middlebury. For every power struggle
that takes place here, however,
there are a hundred instances
when a consensus is reached and
positive changes take place with
little fuss. Most problems that do
arise come from a lack of communication rather than from divergent interests. These problems
could be easily avoided if students
and administrators were in better
contact. For instance, let's invite
President McCardell and Dean
Hanson to eat dinner in Proctor
once a week; it will do a world of
good for student-college relations.
Areshidze is correct in calling
Middlebury a community, but he

learn the qualities of compassion,
patience, integrity and respect for
others, none of which are taught
in the classroom. Middlebury is
an academic community dedicated to increasing knowledge. While
we all hope to gain a fair amount
of wisdom along with that knowledge, we have to search for that
wisdom ourselves.
In his analysis of the 'balance of
power' on campus, Areshidze ignores the extensive informal links
between faculty and students.
Faculty members are by no means
saints, but they will answer even
the most inane question from the
freshest of Febs — I speak from
personal experience, and by the
time students reach their junior

Lee analyzes speech of Professor Nay lor
The Addison County Conservation Congress was held this past
weekend. Professor Thomas H.
Naylor delivered the keynote. I
think the audience would agree
that he did not measure up against
Paul Hawken or other featured
speakers of years past. He was very
good at identifying the problems
that Vermont is currently facing,

by Alexander Lee '97
but I sensed that people were frustrated by his lack of suggestions.
The few suggestions that he did
make were so ridiculously radical
and unhelpful that one was faced
.with the choice of laughing at him
and dismissing him outright, or
just dismissing him outright. For
instance, he suggested that Vermont secede from the United
States. If he was being facetious, he
wasted our time by giving a funny
speech with no substance. If he was
in earnest, his argument is shallow
and weak.
I do not take issue with his
analysis that the United States government is the primary threat to
the welfare of Vermonters. There is
some humor and some truth in his
stating that Russia is far less a threat
than Washington, D.C., but his
over-simplified solution of secession is "sand-box politics" at its
worst. Is Tommy saying that since
we cannot resolve our differences,
we should throw up our hands and
stomp out? After centuries of civil
wars, have we not learned that this
is an unsatisfactory policy?
Professor Naylor stated that
community and consensus among
270 million people are impossibilities, and that, therefore, we should

secede. Does he think that among
half a million people it is easier to
establish community and find consensus? Professor Naylor said that
he was frustrated by gridlock in
Montpelier, so I doubt that he
thinks half a million people is a
manageable number either.
Instead of fussing about where
we should throw up our picket
fences to keep out the enemy, it
would be more helpful if people of
Professor Naylor's ilk might discuss
where we can reach across existing
fences to make life better for our
fellow creatures.
At an ecological level, a community is defined as a group of interacting plants and animals. By this
definition everything on Earth is
part of the same community. Ecologists have been encouragingly less
reductionist than past scientists,
but still they have found it helpful
to trace imaginary lines between
ecosystems, dividing up the whole
to make analysis easier. In the same
way, most of us recognize a need to
work in smaller groups of likeminded individuals to get things
accomplished. We see a need to
make states from nations and
counties from states and so forth,
but we should not forget that the
lines we draw are imaginary. Mr.
Naylor seems ready to throw up a
concrete Great Wall between Vermont and the 49 United States. I do
not think that this would be constructive, except for the few cement-mixing jobs it might generate.
He also suggested, facetiously or
not, that we offer to accept New
Yorkers in our communities as long
as they come with a stipend pinned
to their shirt. It) a speech about the
virtue of Vermont's small size, this
suggestion for growth was a bit out

of place. Furthermore, Ethan Allen
would roll over in his grave.
Professor Naylor referred to the
little computers of the common
man as "toys." For fear that people
would think he was something as
dreadful as a Luddite, he made it
clear that he had used "real computers" for two-thirds of his professional career. By this he meant huge
monster computers like the ones
with which the boys in the Pentagon play.
The elitist implication of this
comment is this: It is alright for
people with a graduate degree to
use computers for creating economic models, but it is quite sinful
to use them in any other way. This
strikes me as a self-serving justification that has less to do with
morality than serving his own purposes.
The other sessions of the Conservation Congress were entertaining and informative, but Mr. Naylor
wasted valuable time with his highminded, academic imaginings of a
Green Mountain Boys revolution.
The positive dialogue which has
typified the Congress in years past
did not come as a result of his
speech, if it happened at all.
There are loggers and conservationists in Addison County who
perceive that they want different
things; however; my observations
show that we all want happy,
healthy, harmonious places in
which to work, play, and live. Most
of us want the same thing: unity.
The business of finding the best
means to that end has been the
focus of past speakers. This year,
the speaker seemed to have a different end in mind: division. In our
.confusion, it seems that we never
got around to discussing the vari. ous means of finding unity.

Seen in this light, the decision
to compromise over the EAC was
not an abrogation of students'
rights. The right to attend and
speak at faculty meetings is a substantive one, as is the guarantee
that the SEAC will debate all issues decided by the EAC before
they go to the faculty for a vote.

Since these issues often have little
to do directly with students, the
EAC is showing goodwill and
confidence in the student body in
agreeing to work with a shadow
committee when even nontenured faculty can't serve on the
committee itself. .
Having an SGA member throw
a temper tantrum on the opinions
page of the school newspaper
serves to erode that confidence.
Areshidze complains about lack of
power without offering solutions
or counter-arguments that have
any semblance of coherency. He
leaves the crucial issue of confidentiality untouched, swings
Plato around by the ankles to
knock down imagined opponents, and ends his article with
the suggestion that we bring the
college to a grinding halt so we
can decide whether to run it.
Faculty and staff will indeed
listen to "the student voice". But if
all that voice offers is pomp and
blather, we might wish they didn't.

Student questions
Clinton's fund-raising

B

ill Clinton is not happy
these days. Even though his
daughter got in to Harvard
and his wife won a Grammy, the
president of the United States is
embarrassed and some of his em-

Raju Sitaula '98

Was it right?
While Clinton himself agrees
that some excesses were done, he
insists that no rule was broken. It
probably wasn't. But this is not a
legal issue to begin with.
It is true that the President of
the United States was a victim of a
system that he had no control
over. It is also true that the same
American media that now attacks
Clinton on the irregular fund raising would have written him off if
he hadn't succeeded in raising as
much cash.

barrassments come from as far off
land as China and Venezuela. It's
money, stupid!
George Stephanopoulos, former senior advisor to the Clinton
campaign, wrote in a Newsweek
article a few days ago that in 1994,
when the American press
was almost ready to write The bigger question that has
Clinton's political obitu- to be addressed is that the
ary, all Clinton wanted
was to be liked again. The relationship between money
pressure was just too high. and power in the United
Newt Gingrich was at his
States has reached an alarmtop form and showed no
sign of slowing down. ing level. It is about the time
During those "not so nice the American intellectuals
days", Bill Clinton must
ponder on this issue, before
have had many nightmares; the Republican this great democracy
Contract With America becomes a joke.
being the most frequent
one.
But the issue here is a moral
But Bill Clinton was far from one.
Those Asian businessmen who
finished. He changed his strategy
paid
thousands of dollars to have
and moved to the center, confusing voters as to how he is different cups of coffee in the White House
from the Republicans he opposes. were not interested in Bill Clinton.
For Bill Clinton, the question was They wanted a picture with the
not really what was a right strate- president of the United States.
gy for any winning strategy was a This, apparently, did not bother
Bill Clinton. There might not be
right one.
any
rule to prove him wrong. But
This political metamorphosis
of Bill Clinton needed a presiden- the American presidency was for
tial will and determination. It sale. Sometimes, at a ridiculously
needed Dick Morris. It also need- low price.
The Republicans' initiative to
ed cash, a lot of it — to be exact.
gain
political capital from this
In American politics, where a
fund
raising
fiasco might actually
guy with a thick pocket is the one
who is liked most, the Clinton back fire them. They are as guilty,
campaign's hunger for cash is not if not more.
The bigger question that has to
that difficult to understand. So it
didn't really matter where the be addressed is that the relationmoney came from ... as long as it ship between money and power in
the United States has reached an
was cash, it was OK.
The corporate world got a hint. alarming level.
It is about the time the AmeriSo did a Chinese arms dealer. And
cash flowed to the Clinton cam- can intellectuals ponder on this
paign's coffer, literary speaking, issue, before this great democracy
becomes a joke.
from around the world.
. ,...
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Student illuminates the benefits of becoming a math major
pline we call our love is all too
often referred to with a grimace
and a sound commensurate to
that uttered by the last man
thrown out of the cage at a WWF
Royal Rumble.
Dave Shea '98
Often, when I find myself defending
my calling from the vercollege campuses around the
bose
onslaughts
of a humanities
world. The mere mention of the
word 'math' in many social set- major, I feel like extolling the untings is enough to prompt even bounded virtues of my passion in
the most polite conversationist to a single, succinct phrase: "No pautter a phrase similar to, "Whew! pers, no labs."
Indeed, this is a cruel testaLook at the time!" Or in less poment
to the state of my generalite circles, "Y'know, I think my
tion as a whole - one defined by
Chia Pet needs watering."
the quintessential
The mere mention of the word
eighties phrase, "You
get your money for
'math' in many social settings is
nothing and your
enough to prompt even the most chicks for free."
polite conversationist to utter a
However true this
may be, I, as most
phrase similar to/'Whew! Look at
mathematics majors
the time!" Or in less polite circles,
here, prefer to embrace
the
finer
"Y'know, 1 think my Chia Pet
points of our callneeds watering."
ing:
•Mathematics majors learn a
Indeed there are few words in
the English language that can set manner of thinking and problem
people's minds racing for an ex- solving which can be helpful in all
cuse to leave the room. I would aspects of daily life.
•Mathematics majors from liblike to believe that I speak for the
mathematics community as a eral arts colleges, are increasingly
whole when I say that the disci- sought after in the business
junior, huh? So what's your
major? '
"Mathematics."
"Oh."
So end many conversations on

A

("real") world because of their
unique combination of analytical
and communicational skills.
•Middlebury has an extremely
impressive mathematics and
computer science faculty to call
upon

(continued from page 5)
EAC, also. However, in his letter,
Areshidze writes, "The most
ridiculous thing is that after two
weeks a majority of the SGA General Assembly accepted what Dr.
Schine was selling."
On my behalf, I offer congratulations to Professor Schine. It appears to me that Professor Schine
was successful with his use of
rhetoric, the pseudo-art, which
Areshidze asserts is useless. Professor Schine was able to persuade
the majority of the SGA General
Assembly, of which Areshidze is a
member, that the replacement of
the EC with an EAC, on which
there is no student representation,
was rational.
The SGA is the "vehicle through
which students can participate in
the formulation of institutional
policy affecting academic and student affairs, and collectively ex-

conservative failing to keep step
with changing times. The fact is
that the possibility for nuclear
destruction is still a very real
and immediate threat. The world
is full of people with their own
agendas and vendettas.
This country of ours is a common enemy for much of the
worlds radical fringe. As such we
must take steps to protect ourselves.
This means purchasing the
entire stockpile of nuclear
weapons from the former Soviet
Union and destroying them. This
by Sean Libby'97
means creating a task force to
seek out nuclear materials and to
doom caused by the unchecked
destroy them.
progress of scientific inquiry.
This means advancing meaOne would be led to believe that
sures
which will allow us to sucsometime within the next ten
cessfully
defend ourselves from a
years man would invent the imnuclear
attack.
If we can work
plement of his own destruction
with
the
U.N.
on
this issue in
'and summarily turn it on himorder to help lessen the economself.
ic cost, then by all means we
Unfortunately I don't believe
should. However, this is one
this is true. We invented it a
issue which must transcend ecowhile ago. Right now we're just
nomic issues. Nuclear winter will
kidding ourselves into forgetting
put a dent in any budthat it exists.
get.
Our- government re- This means purchasing the entire
Nuclear leakage is a
cently released a barely
stockpile of nuclear weapons from
fact. It is an imminent
noticed report on what
and immediate threat
it terms "nuclear leak- the former Soviet Union and destroyto the life of every
age." The term conjures ing them.This means creating a task
American. This is not a
up everything from the
force
to
seek
out
nuclear
materials
threat which we can
Chernobyl disaster to
deal with twenty years
Consumer Reports lat- and to destroy them.This means
down the road.
est finding on mi- advancing measures which will allow
It must be dealt with
crowave ovens. In actuus
to
successfully
defend
ourselves
decisively
and promptality it refers to the
ly.
It
was
nice not to
procurement of nuclear from a nuclear attack.
have to think about the
weapons and the materials to build nuclear weapons by end of the Cold War. How popu- possibility of nuclear holocaust
primarily Middle Eastern coun- lar was a politician going to be for a while, and nobody is saying
tries.
who stepped forward and said we have to go back to teaching
After the fall of the Soviet we actually just created an even "Duck and Cover" in elementary
Union, practically before t l ^ eu- bigger problem? Nobody wanted schools.
However, it is time for us to
phoria of cold war victory at last to hear it then. They probably
pull
our heads out of the sand
still
don't
want
to
hear
it
now.
had worn off, some officials
Anyone talking about any sort and deal with a viable threat to
started voicing concerns about
'• .
what woùld happen to the stock- of need for increased military our national security. ,
And Another Thing..". !
pile of weapons previously con- funding is written off as an old

And another thing...

trolled by that government.
The Russian government gave
the United Nations assurances
that control would be maintained. Basically, they lied. Sustaining any sort of accountability for nuclear weapons in an area
of shifting governmental and geographical control is a virtual
impossibility. The United States
stepped in and purchased some
of the materials in order to prevent leakage. However, very few
presidents are going to get elected spending taxpayer dollars on
old bombs.
According to members of
Congress who have studied the
issue, nuclear leakage is an unavoidable fact. At this point it is
not feasible that any governing
body could prevent radicals and
extremist from obtaining nuclear materials. It is really just a
matter'of time. Why is this?
Frankly, issues such as this
lack popular support. We all got
caught up in the beauty of a
world without weapons after the

pus, mathematics majors constitute an integral part of this college's diverse composition. And
as a note to prospective math majors in their first few years at this
fine institution, remember: no
papers, no labs!

Junior urges need for open-mindedness

U.S. must assist Russian disarmament

The question of the desired
limits of
man's
scientific
progress has been in the forefront of the news recently.
Questions of the ethical and
moral grounds on the new technology of cloning have been
bantered back and forth in both
the print and news médias
It seems that there is always
one scientist or moralist or whatever warning of the impending

•Above all else, we hold damn
good picnics on Battell beach
each spring- not to be missed by
a fun-loving student of any academic persuasion.
Although they are often seen
as an undefined quantity on cam-

pfess their views on matters of us made the decision to accept the
general interest to the student "laws" of the trustees, administrabody"
(Middlebury
College tion, and faculty when we made
Handbook pp. 60). Has the SGA the decision to matriculate at Midfailed to uphold its purpose? The dlebury. We need to remember
SGA is the student governing this.
Areshidze is at Middlebury
body on the Middlebury campus.
However, it appears to me that the "trying to become a [better]
rhetoric of Professor Schine be- leader..." He wants to "grow, learn,
guiled the members into ratifying search for the meaning of life, and
a proposal adverse to the student begin to understand what is good,
virtuous, and right." I ask that he
body.
In my opinion, this demon- listen to what the trustees, adminstrates the students' inability to istration, and faculty have to say.
make rational decisions; and They know a lot more than him or
therefore,
the
trustees, adminis- Has the SGA failed to uphold its
tration, and faculty purpose? The SGA is the student
are justified to limit
governing body on the
the voice of students— if that is Middlebury campus. However, it
what they do. How- appears to me that the rhetoric of
ever, it appears to
me that the stu- Professor Schine beguiled the
dents limit the members into ratifying a proposal
voice of the stuadverse to the student body... this
dents.
Areshidze uses demonstrates the students' inabiliElenor
Holmes ty to make rational decisions.
Norton as an example of someone with "talking me, for they have been here. Listen
power" because she is a Delegate, and learn. Areshidze has been at
not a Representative. Areshidze, Middlebury for sixth months, I
however, is a Representative on the have been here for two and 1/2
SGA; and therefore, he can vote. I years.
challenge Irakly Areshidze to
The knowledge which I have
maximize his legislative power. learned about life and myself is
The students only have "talking immeasurable. However, I would
power" because we choose to. And hesitate to proclaim that we stuI ask, "How useless is 'talking dents are unfairly served. Life is
power'?" Professor Schine was not fair, but more fair in this misuccessful with its use.
crocosm which I happily call MidWe, as students, hold the dlebury College. I begin this letter
trustees, administration, and fac- with the question, "Who is the
ulty responsible for our own inad- most beautiful supermodel...?";
equacies. Instead we should be now I re-ask the question. I do not
thankful to those people for in- expect the majority of the readers
dulging us with the opportunity to understand, but I expect
to have the SGA. Do students an- Areshidze will and, in doing so,
ticipate control of Middlebury understand why I say that he was
upon arrival onto campus? All of too hasty to criticize.

Humanities major needed
(continued from page 5)
then retreating to other departments to investigate the questions
they are truly interested in. Others
have decided to become Independent Scholars, designing their
own course of study around this
liberal arts theme. But these are
temporary and insufficient solutions.
They discourage, ràther than
encouraging, students to undertake this most valuable course of
study. The college must rethink its
motives any time it seeks to discourage intellectual, moral and
philosophical curiosity in favor of
the conventional boundaries of
the disciplines.
Last semester, having fulfilled
all the requirements for the Political Science major which I chose
to muddle through, I was able to
take three courses, all of which
dealt with these f u n d a m e n t a l
questions. With the combination

of a Shakespeare class, an independent study dealing with the
American Founding and Constitutional Law, and an Ancient Epic
Poetry class, I learned more than
in any previous semester.
Across three vastly different
time periods, in three different locations, these writers were all
dealing with the same issues. They
were not necessarily coming to
the same conclusions — or any
conclusions at all. But as I became
tuned into the resonance between
. these classes, a new level of understanding became possible. I
was not able to have this experience until my senior year.
If a General Humanities major
were available, future Middlebury
students would not have to wait so
long to study what is most fundamental apd hear the resonance,
across time, location, and discipline, of great minds.

Edgar Finds
His Fnrjposa
David Enslee
Well, I'd been saving this particular column for later in the
semester, in the unfortunate
event that the demands of life
had so burdened me that I
found myself hard-pressed to
find a topic for my weekly column. It would have been irresponsible of me to go along
without having this writer'sblock-life-preserver to be able
to swim to in the event of such
an unforeseen scenario. However, during this past week, I was
socked with the worst cold that
I've had since I was about ten,
and I barely got out of bed the
entire week, except when a guy
down the hall came home with
a Nintendo 64, and I understandably had to drag myself
out of my flu-induced coma. All
things considered, I need not
explain further why I remain in
somewhat of a foul mood.
Therefore, with some apologies, I bring you the column that
I had intended on bringing you
later on, in the event that an
emergency left m e unable to
fully execute the duties and responsibilities accordant with
the office of Features Columnist. So as I cough up yet another appetizing gob of phlegm, I'm
somewhat honored to present to
you — in the spirit of everyone's
favorite departed comic strip
character, Calvin — Ten Things
That Really, Really Bug Me.
1. My luck: I'm going to be
blunt. My luck sucks. I have an
innate gift of having the worst
things happen to me at the
worst possible times. I'm going
to concentrate on skiing as my
specific example. I came to Middlebury, in part, because I love
to ski. During my freshman
year, we had enough snow that
some guy was able to build a 1/4
scale snow sculpture of the Arts
Center on the lawn in front of
McCullough during the Winter
Carnival Snow Sculpture Contest. Hell, we had enough snow
to even have a Snow Sculpture
Contest. Well, how many times
did I make it up to the ski slope?
•One. Neither I nor any of my
friends had cars, and few of my
Butt-hell (Battell) brethren were
willing to offer a space in their
vehicle to someone who wasn't
one of their drinking and puking buddies. Such is my punishment for being absolutely no
good at male bonding.
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Dinner celebrates Tibet's
National Uprising Day
By Ellen Whitman

of absorbing Tibet into China.
In 1959 the Dalai Lama was invited by the Chinese to a dance performance, which the Tibetan people thought would be dangerous for
him to attend. In defense, they
formed a wall around Norbulinka,
the Dalai Lama's summer residence, and after three days the
Lama snuck out as a night watchman to India; not even his followers knew he was gone.
After not being able to communicate with the Dalai Lama inside
the building, the Chinese militia
opened fire on the building. This
day, March 10,1959, essentially signified the beginning of the Dalai
Lama's exile and heightened the Tibetan people's awareness of the
threat of the Chinese influence.
Every year since then, the Dalai
Llama bas made a speech addressing the Tibetan issue. Wood read a
segment from the beginning of his
address, which was read on March
10 this year: "Today's problems of
militarization, development, ecolo(see Dinner, page 10)

StaffWriter

In celebration of Tibet's National Uprising Day on March 10, a dinner was held in the Chateau on
Sunday evening, March 9. The dinner was organized by Rob Wood
'97.5 and Kevin Sullivan'97.5, who
are members of Students For A Free
Tibet, an international organization
with three hundred chapters. In
speaking of Students For A Free
Tibet, Rob said that the goal of the
group as he sees it is "to raise
awareness of the situation in Tibet
in order to make an impact on Tibetan people and people in China,
not only political awareness, but
awareness of cultural concerns as
well."
As a result of the situation involving Ngwang Choephel, Middlebury has recently become a focal
point of the organization. Ngwang,
a Tibetan music scholar and former
student at Middlebury, was recently sentenced to eighteen years in
prison on charges of espionage.
John Bàrlow '96.5 instigated a letter-writing campaign to Vermont
congressmen regarding the Tibetan
situation. These Vermont congressmen have acknowledged student
concern and have become crucial
figures supporting Resolution 19. If
passed, tbis resolution will make
Tibet and Ngwang Choephel part
of official American policy.

'Monster Challenge' draws competition
By Aditya Raval
News

Editor

Three members of a student
team laid slumped on the ground
near Proctor ski trail, with their
faces covered by nature's fresh
powder. As they gasped for air,
they told each other that they did
it — they conquered the "challenge."
The third annual Mountain
Club Monster Challenge took
place at the Snow Bowl Saturday
afternoon. 24 students divided
into eight teams competed for the
right to be called the conquerors of
the challenge. In the end, the "Pow-

Back at the Chateau, as I wandered through many tables, it was
evident that there was great interest
shown in this dinner. When we finally found a table, we drank several cups of tea as Wood welcomed
all with a brief history of National
Uprising Day: In 1959, the Chinese
militia had been occupying the
capital of Tibet, Lhasa, under the
pretense of negotiating a settlement

der Hounds," comprised of juniors
Ben Dixon, Phil Higuera and Chris
Leatham, posted the best time and
received a disc of wood with the
Mountain Club logo imprinted on
it.
The relay race began with one
team member snow-shoeing from
the base of the Proctor trail, then
looping around the lodge, careful
not to run over any innocent bystanders. By this time, the challenge had taken most of the energy out of these snow-shoers, yet
tbey continued on up the beginner's slope, finally arriving at the
Sheehan chairs. After being tagged

by his exasperated snow-shoer
teammate, the skier patiently waited in line for the climb up to the
Lang Ski Slope. The skiing section
of the challenge may seem the least
arduous. After all, what could beat
going down a hill that many of the
participants had skied so many
times before? Yet, as one skier
noted "We were all barreling down
full speed, dodging leisure skiers."
The skiers then raced to tag the
third member of their teams, all of
whom waited at the base of the
hill.
The log-cutters then raced to
(see Competitors, page 11)

Volunteers spread cheer
among special olympians
By Laurie Manus

turnout and it showed that the athletes were very well trained." AlMany people of varying ages though these special athletes range
take advantage of the New Eng- in their levels of ability and expeland winter to do sports and enjoy rience, every participant is made
the outdoors. Little children have to feel as if he or she is a champisnowball fights, make snowmen, on.
For this year's games, 14 Midand flap their arms to make snow
angels. Other people put on nordic dlebury students from two differskis for a chance to enjoy a scenic ent student organizations volunview of the countryside or to get teered their time and services to
some good cardiovascular exer- help out at the 1997 Vermont Wincise. Still others prefer to tromp ter Games. The Middlebury volunthrough the thickest of snow in teers were part of a 600 person volsnow shoes or to fly down a moun- unteer effort. Tara Lohan '99
tain on skis with tbe wind blowing organized the volunteer excursion
for the members of Omega Alpha
in their hair.
The Vermont Special Olympics (Tavern). Lohan learned of the
gives people with disabilities the event from Karu Kozuma '98, the
opportunity to compete in many president of Volunteer Services
of these sports and show their abil- Organization (VSO), who had diities. The 1997 Winter Games were rectly contacted the people in
held on Saturday and Sunday charge of the Winter Games.
Both last year and this year, VSO
March 8 and 9 in Quechee, Vermont. This is the sixth year that the sent three people to the event.
Vermont Special Olympics have Kozuma attributes the poor
been held there, and this year was turnout not to the event, but rather
definitely a success, with 175 ath- to the long distance needed to
letes, ranging in age from eight to travel to Quechee and the early
start of the Winter Games. Lohan,
fifty, participating.
Bruce Nielsen, a staff member at on the other hand, was very
the Vermont Special,Olympics, pleased with thç .Tavern- turnout.
Sports

So, sophomore year I finally
got a car. Then what? No snow.
The only sculptures on the lawn
of McCullough were about the
size of your average collectible
figurine, like one you might find
on the Home Shopping Network. I seem to remember walking around on the lawn in front
of Barnes (Coffrin, North
Dorm, Residence Hall To Be
Named) wearing a T-shirt and
shorts on January 17th that year.
But that failed to deter me. I
hauled my butt up to that slope
at least three times a week, skiing on dirt half o f the time, and
tearing the bottoms of my skis
(see Erislee's, page 12)
-'•mo

Students learn about plight of Tibet, while enjoying dinner in the Chateau.
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White pines endure twisted history
By Andy C. Smith
Columnist

"Come all ye river-drivers, if a
tale you wish to hear / The likes for
strength and daring all the North
Woods has no peer." So began the
ballad of "How We Logged
Katahdin Stream." The tale is just
one chapter in the paradoxical history of white pines.
It describes a band of loggers
who set out behind a team of oxen
to log the ancient trees of northern
Maine. The trip began on a misty
day; they dulled their axes, chopping through the thick fog.
By day's end, the loggers reached
Katahdin Stream where "the wildwood rang with 'Timber!' as the
forest monarchs fell, / And the air
was split with echoes of our axblows and our yell." On the seventh
grueling day, the mountains shook
and the ground rumbled, "who's
walking around in my beard?" A
hand as big as Moosehead Lake
plucked each logger up into the
foggy sky and dangled them all in
front of Paul Bunyan's huge round
face. "Well I'll be swamped," the
giant said. "You fellers have logged
my beard right down to the skin!"
The leader shouted an apology
into Paul's ear—the team thought
they were on Katahdin Stream. The
weather must have thrown them
off. "Well, good old Paul didn't
mind it at all. He paid us for the
shave, / A hundred dollars apiece
to the men, to the oxen fodder he
gave."
In every story of Paul Bunyan,
he is massively larger than normal
men and always implicated in the
logging of equally huge white

pines. In Bunyan's 19th-century
America, some individual white
pines reached 250 feet into the air,
grew to seven feet in diameter, and
were 400 years old.
White pines were common
throughout the giant forest, which
ranged across the eastern half of
North America. Their abundance
was due to the work of forest fires.
While some species burned, the
wfiite pines' thick bark protected
them from the intense heat, which
triggered their cones to seed the
newly bared ground.
Another distinctive feature of
white pines is their consistently
straight trunks, which have led to
their implication in political plots
across the Adantic since the 17th
century. Eatly American settlers
from Europe quickly realized the
construction value of the white
pines' long, straight, and nearly
knot-free timber. The tree was
used to build everything from
houses to ships to roads. By the late
17th century, America exported
white pine timber to markets in
Europe and the West Indies.
In 1691, the British navy issued
the Broad Arrow policy, claiming
all North American white pines—
also known then as "king pines"—
as property of the Queen. The
largest trees were marked with
three strikes of the hatchet in a
broad arrow. British navy ships
bore the superior white pine masts
through the wars with American
colonies until the 19th century.
Meanwhile, the Iroquois people,
native to the northeastern United
States, saw a different sort of value
in the grand white pine. To them, it

was the "tree of peace," beneath
which warring nations buried their
weapons. Its roots extend goodness
to all nations.
Henry David Thoreau also had
a particularly ironic fondness for
white pines. Watching the sun spill
down onto them was "like looking
into dreamland" for him. Thoreau
lamented their downfall: "The pine
is no more lumber than man is,
and to be made into boards and
houses is no more its t r u e and
highest use than the truest use of a
man is to be cut down and made
into manure." But even New England's popular conservationist
could not escape the white pines'
luie, as he built his famous cabin at
Walden Pond of "tall arrowy white
pines," for which he borrowed an
axe to fell himself.Because of Bunyan-scale logging efforts and pest
attacks, today's white pines are not
as big and not as common as they
used to be, but their ironic history
is still accessible to us through stories. Middlebury has a few white
pines growing in the quad in front
of the library. There's also a stand
thriving along the path between
Centeno and the DKE house. You
can easily identify white pines by
their three-inch soft needles, which
grow in bunches of four or five.
The trees grow peacefully today, a
faint reminder of their twisted history.

Dinner raises awareness of Tibet's plight
(continued from page 9)
gy, population, and the constant
search for new sources of energy
and raw materials require more
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71 Ha said
"Open sesame"
72 London gardens
73 Lawn tool
74 "Lease —"
(Jackson song)
75 "Little Birds"
76 i
78 FuB of years
79 Finish at
80 Bileladhu
81 "—Dtee":
95 Shwriig mIN
97 More of foreo

96 Issued from
97 Blood tie
98 Grant's Brat
102 Usl tail
103 Local spirits
104 Ship diary
105 How Rome
107
110 Matataae
112 End el game
120 En#eh actor
Slf Marbart
121 Flatter role
122 Dutch aapoit

123 WknbMonian
Frarar (1960)
124 Murray's rri.
wofk
125 Rolkieton Penetta
126 Moral
representative
127 PKcNd roof end

1 PlaypMce
2 Stands noma
3 uptm
4 zip
S WW! «milts
6 R'a not ratunad
7 PfcisHt

8 Cttmt
9 Unlike 1997
10 Run apart
11 Rrafut's rtlion
12 Wint
13 Mature
14 ArMi and pom.
IS Andrs'sl992
liflllllll--*-- mharal
16 niOsconta
mUKUun nw
17 Pitcher Grora
21 Nauvrkthol
"Chaaci"
23 "Ultra —
that he's
undrown'd":
~ 1 no Técnpitt
24 TMtohaur
28 VcMmr

By Matt Gaffney
Answers on page 20

Anne McDonough

Unexpected snowfall inspired students to create snow sculptures, such
as this model image of the tree trunks outside of Johnson

29 Stermrvard
30 Mad.
itaanrh
body
31 Exist
33 — -jongg
34 1*0 potting
36 -Stud
(1940s king)
37 Syr. rnighbor
40 O.K. Corral
tawman Virgil
41 1989
WlmbiadDntan
42 Radical of noto
43 Sttnpypol
45 Manhattan
campus
46 Tatdh mo.
47 Eel Syracuse

65 "Tike-"
66 Citrus drink
70 Virgil's epic
74 Fracas
77 "The Thin Man"
star
80 Thai money
82 Standard
83 TorontoOttawa dir.
95 Moatyad
65 Tenet
86 Expectant
88 Night haters
99 Offensive tkvw
90 Chsractertatic
of Tehran
91 Throe hi Turin
93 Painting medium
94 WC
96 Cfosaty linked
98 Upon
99 HMRtuate
100 Leveled
101 Shaping tool
103 Crystal of
country
106 Screech
106 Stager James
109 Medication
111 Ore* choice
113 "Right, Dahbkt"
114 Brovo, toron.
Ui
117 Just a touch
116 toman
119 Drtrtognsad

than piece-meal actions and shortterm problem solving. Modern scientific development has, to an extent, helped in solving mankind's
problems. However, in tackling
these global issues there is the need
to cultivate not only the rational
mind but also the other remarkable
faculties of the human spirit: the
power of love, compassion and solidarity."
Leghten Shingsur brought true
authenticity to the dinner by playing traditional music on the bamboo flute during the meal. Once the
Thukpa (soup) , dal (red lentils),
vegetable chow mein and curry
chicken hid the Proctor plates, we
began to absorb the atmosphere.
We enjoyed the mix of Indian, Chinese and Tibetan food. The hum-

mus was familiar and the momos, a
standard Tibetan dish served on
special occasions, was a delicious
mystery. The buffet line moved and
there was plenty of food. A yogurt
and fruit cup finished the meal.
Student participation was impressive and table conversations
turned to discovering more about
what instigated the dinner besides
the opportunity to eat good food.
As Renee Kuriyan '97 said, "Dinners such as these are important for
raising student awareness of issues." Katie Flanagan '97 agreed
with Kuriyan in saying, "I think
there are a lot of things that students are unaware of in the world
and it's good to see the students
who have knowledge of these issues sharing it with others."

After six months,
new graduates aire
often wmtinçj for their
first job.
Our Co- op MBA's
are waiting for their
first paycheck.
Getting your first job isn't easy, unless you're part of Northeastern's
Co-op MBA Program. After six months of study, you'll work another six
months in a paid professional-level position. A final nine months of school
completes your degree. At the end of the program, you'll have built a solid
resume and gained the valuable contacts and experience necessary to
launch your career. To find out how you can have a great job in six months,
call us at (617) 373-5960 or visit our web site at www.cba.neu.edu/gsba. But, don't
wait too long, the next class starts in June.

Gradwla School of Bwinossj
Full-time programs mat put you to work
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Competitors conquer Mountain Club's 'Monster Challenge'
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(continued from page 9)
not about the grueling competisaw a sizable log in half, making tion, but about enjoying one last
sure that they did not "inadver- time in the snow before the Snow
tently" break the log in half with Bowl closes after spring break. For
their feet. The equalizer turned out example, students also vied to be
to be the log-pulling race. It was recognized as the best dressed at
the conclusion of the challenge, as the challenge. This year, the honor
teams
which
went
to
posted
"Lauze's AnThe challenge, ultimately,
mediocre
gels,"
comwas not about the
times in the
prised of juprevious three grueling competition, but
niors
Mike
events could about enjoying one last
Lauze, Sarah
post a good
Peterson and
time in the snow before
overall time in
Megan
this final push. the Snow Bowl closes
Sowards. PeUnfortunately,
terson a n d
after spring break.
the task a t
Sowards
hand involved pulling a 450 pound donned seventies disco clothing
log approximately 200 feet. Even with plastic water-guns attached to
with three teammates pulling the their waists. Give Lauze extra credrope attached to the log, this sec- it for wearing a tight silk shirt in
tion of the course was by far the twenty degree weather.
Mike Koehler '98.5, President of
toughest; not only because of the
sheer weight involved, but because the Mountain Club and competiwith every breath and short step tor in the challenge noted that "we
they took, the competitors' saw the [the organizers] are trying to enfinish line grow closer and closer courage people to participate in
as their legs grew weaker and club events and for people to realize that there is no experience necweaker.
The challenge, ultimately, was essary to participate in them."

African Artifacts on Exhibit in Woodstove Lounge

African artifacts, such as tapestries, wooden bowls, and pottery adorn
the newly constructed exhibit in Proctor. It was part of the Symposium.

Cross country skier Alvin proudly displays his gold medal, after giving a flower to Tavern volunteer Tara Lohan '99.

Volunteers cheer for special olympians
(continued from page 9)
She said that of the approximately
sixty Tavern members on campus,
she was happy to have over one
sixth of the house show up at the
games to cheer on the athletes.
After the athletes participated in
their events they each received a
medal, which they all wore proudly on their chests, in addition to
their carnations. Allison Peel '99, a
Tavern member, was impressed by
how each athlete's efforts were
commended; everyone participating received either a gold, silver or
bronze medal according to their
finish in each heat of the race. Peel
also said that there was a real
medal podium a t the Winter
Games, just like in the Olympics.
She described how "the announcer
introduced each athlete and made
a big deal of each athlete's personal accomplishments. The more
outgoing athletes would throw
their hands up in the air and cheer
for themselves. It meant a lot to
them to lhave people there to cheer
them on, support them, and encourage them."
Ken Ebbitt '98, a VSO volunteer,
who has helped out in the Special
Olympics before, said that he real-

ly enjoyed this year's volunteer experience more than the ones in
which he had been involved in the
past. The Middlebury team of volunteers was not assigned to one
particular area. Ebbitt said, "I ex-

Special
Olympics

1997 Wlnt0r Game*
Qutchee, Vermont

pected that we would be asked to
help register people, direct parking, give out drinks, or help make
hot dogs with the food services,
but we were just told to cheer and
support the athletes."
There was not a shortage of
workers or volunteers accrued to
run the events or do all of the behind the scenes preparation. However, for every extra person who
put their hands together to ap-

plaud an athlete, the athlete's smile
got wider and wider. Lohan explained that her favorite part of the
day was when Alvin, a cross country skier with Down Syndrome,
came up and introduced himself
to her. She said that Alvin handed
her a flower that he received for his
gold medal and put his arm
around her. "I think he was really
happy to be there meeting people
and was/fxcited to get a lot of
physical contact and attention
from people he normally would
not see," said Lohan.
Another Tavern member, Dan
Urbano '98 agreed with the ten
other members in his group that
the most memorable experience
they gained from the day was simply meeting the athletes and shar~"
ing with them their enthusiasm for
the day.
Urbano also commented, "The
best part of the day was seeing how
hard they (the athletes) tried in the
snowshoeing event and cheering
them on as they trucked across the
track. It was great to see how happy
they were at the finish line."
Ebbitt reinforced the spirit of
the 1997 Vermont Winter Games
when he said, "It doesn't take a lot
of effort to make someone happy!"

Iff you could clone something, what would it be?
Sunday Brunch iQ3o- 3 ••

GREG'S MEAT
MARKET
3 Elm Street, Middlebury, VT 05753
Phone: 388-2162
OPEN: 7 a.m. • 8:30 p.m. Daily

m "Myself."

— Dilani Senadheera '99

, .
Compiled by Sherry Scfiyarz

"My J-term grade."

• "My bank account.

— Greg Wislocki '97

• "Grilled cheese and tomato
soup day."

— Machiko Yuta '00

— Jay Thompson'97

—

Photos by Anne McDonough
i
—
.

- ^ Besl Grinders In Town
with
the Best Price.
gau.
Save $.75 with this ad
J Ç Homemade Salads
Plenty o! Cold Beverages
Call Ahead to Place Order

'^v-f.
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Enslee's skiing luck melts away again
(continued from page 9)
to a fine shred. Eventually, we got
a little snow, but the temperature
hovered around 40 degrees for
much of the "winter," leaving a skiing surface listed in the ski condition report as "packed and frozen
granular" (sheets of ice). I may
just have been the only reason
they kept that place open past the
fifteenth of March. Perhaps if I
had paid every time I went up
there instead of relying on my season pass, then I could have made
a significant dent in their $100,000
deficit that year. I had a mission,
though. I wasn't only skiing to get
my money's worth out of that
year's season pass, I was skiing on
the memory of the previous year's
wasted pass as well.
So, as many of you are probably
aware, last year, as well as the first
portion of this year, were meteorological repeats of my sophomore year. While the Blizzard of
the Century pounded the entire
eastern seaboard, Vermont remained mostly sunny with a
chance of occasional flurries. De-

spite my determination, the Bowl
simply was not the beneficiary of
bountiful snows. However, that
had never deterred me in the past,
and this year wasn't going to be an
exception.
Not so fast though. The Dave
Enslee luck cropped up once
again. While messing around at
home during Feb break, I had the
misfortune of trying some Jackie
Chan moves'on a karate hitting
dummy, and in my inexperience
(stupidity, idiocy, moronism), I
heard several of the bones in my
big toe shatter as it awkwardly
came in accelerated contact with
the hundred- pound target.
And so, as the first weeks of
spring term came and went, and I
matriculated with my most skiing-friendly schedule of my four
years here at Middlebury (no
classes on Tuesday or Thursday), I
remained stuck on campus feeling
my toe throb, marveling at the incapacitating nature of such a
lame, yet unfixable injury.
My only consolation was in the
fact that as Winter Carnival ar-

rived, not a single muddy divot of
snow remained on the ground.
The snow had melted and my toe
had healed. Everything seemed
blessedly wonderful.
Then, this week, as I lay under
my covers in a cold sweat, hacking, sneezing and coughing hard
enough to register on the Richter
Scale, it snowed. It really snowed.
In the words of my ski-crazy
friend back home, "we got pummeled." As I struggled to maintain
my balance amid my lightheadedness, I watched the snow fall and
the drunks careen down the hill
on sleds and stolen trays. It just
wasn't fair. It never is. Yet another
winter appears to have been lost,
much as the other three were.
Dave Enslee's luck has struck
again.
Well, it would appear that I
went a little nuts there, and never
got to number two. I think I was
going to mention something
about how the dining halls insist
on putting onions in every bloody
thing they serve, but I guess I'll
just have to save that for later.
Looks like my Ten Things That
Really, Really Bug Me emergency
cop-out column can be saved for
another day. Aren't you lucky?

David Barreda

Savoring their last winter at Middlebury, seniors take advantage of
most recent snowfall to continue tradition of sledding in front of Mead.

This Week in the Stars
By Anne Dromeda

BASIN H AMOR CLUB
On Lake Champlain, Vermont

Box NMC. Vergennes, V T 0 5 4 9 1

1-800-622-4000
Owned and operated by the Beachfamily since 1886.
E-mail: res@BasinHarbor.com

Web site: www.BasinHarbor.com

Ask About Our Parcel
Receiving Service...
...when you need that overnight package but
can't wait a r o u n d for FedEx or HPS delivery.
Call M BE to Arrange a Proper Reception
for your important package!
We'll accept delivery, notify yon on arrival,
and hold it for your pickup
when it's convenient for you!

MAIL BOTES ETC.
4 0 C o u r t St - Rt 7 South
Tel. 388-3020 Fax. 388-3008

Our XEROX Color Copies can't be beat!

General forecast
Big shift on Monday with Mercury moving into
Aries. We'll all breathe a sigh of relief as emotional tangles straighten themselves out, communication becomes easier, and invested energy pays off. Don't expect a 180-degree change, though; things are still a
little unstable. Hang in there— spring is coming, astrologically at least.
Aries (March 21-Aprll 19)
You are strongly affected by this week's planetary
shufflings. Count yourself lucky! Beginning next week,
you can expect a burst of energy that will give you a
head start on spring while everyone else is slowly disengaging from winter patterns.
Love: Close neighbors will have new appeal.
Most compatible signs: Leo and Libra
Taarns (April 20 May 20)
You will be especially affectionate and demonstrative for the next couple of days, but it might be a good
idea to proceed with caution in new friendships. Public opinion will be more important to you this week.
Love: Your lucky star shines over the Mill this weekend.
Most compatible signs: Sagittarius and Cancer
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Expect positive change and a more rational outlook
Friday and Saturday, when the moon moves into your
sign and Mercury, your ruler, moves into Aries. Watch
out for excessive sarcasm or aggression.
Love: Keep your eyes peeled at the salad bar.
Most compatible signs: Virgo and Aries
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
You'll find yourself somewhat scattered and uh...
distracted this week, but focus should return by Monday. Good news will arrive over e-mail.
Love: A close friend's love-affair will require your
attention.
Most compatible signs: Virgo and Aries
Leo Qnly 23-August 22)
Work will be more important than it has been lately. You'll find yourself in a more serious, productive
mood. Take advantage—wash those sheets! It's a good
time to work on long-term projects.
Love: Something will begin this week, but so subtly
that you won't realize it has happened until you look
back later.
Most compatible signs: Aries and Pisces
Virgo (Angnst 23- September 22)
You'll find yourself beset by uncharacteristic im-

pulses. Submit—you know you'd never do anything
too rash. Literary discussions and writing come easier beginning this weekend. Watch out for headaches.
Love: You maybe impatient with someone you care
for.
Most compatible signs: Gemini and Aquarius
Libra (September 23-October 22)
You've been especially empathetic and perhaps selfsacrificing lately because Venus, your ruling planet, is
in Pisces. This should continue into next week. It's a
good time for artistic performances and other Creative
projects.
Love: Secret affairs will only cause grief.
Most compatible signs: Aries and Scorpio
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
YouH find you're on top of it this week. You're mentally sharp and intuitive. It's a good time to throw out
old garbage (literally and figuratively).
Love: Someone will be impressed by an insightful
remark.
Most compatible signs: Libra and Gemini
Saglttarins (November 22-December 21)
You're prone to solitude and grumpiness this week.
Use your time alone to sort through the confusion that
seems to have been thrust upon you. Spending more
time outdoors may restore optimism.
Love: Something brewing with an older Pisces?
Most compatible signs: Taurus and Libra
Capricorn (December 22- January 19)
You've been more materialistic this semester, and it
may intensify early next week. Friends will come to
you in emotional distress and will value your stabilizing influence.
Love: That attractive specimen has been checking
you out, but examine more closely what you really
want and you might surprise yourself.
Most compatible signs: Cancer and Pisces
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
Success! A good week for endeavors of all kinds, especially in sports. Stay away from narrow-minded
people who will only drag you down.
Love: Sparks fly between you and a fun-loving
Sagittarius.
Most compatible signs: Virgo and Sagittarius
Places (February 19- March 20)
Things won't be so high-charged after Friday. Allow
that estranged friend to prove herself again. It's a good
time to finish small projects.
Love: Open admiration pays off.
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Tuvan singers connect
nature with the spiritual
By Marika Hoe
Staff Writer

The four musicians of HuunHuur-Tu entered the concert hall
quietly, dressed in silky Siberian
robes embellished with gold trim,
holding their delicately stringed
instruments of wood and horsehide. Their venerable faces smiled
at the eager audience members,
some of whom had been waiting
outside the theater doors for an
hour prior to the eight o'clock
performance on Friday night.
The house was full — bulging
at the seams — with people lined
even around the balcony, accepting the poor sight lines for the

sake of the aural experience.
As the first notes were released
from the musicians' throats, the
hunger of audience anticipation
was satisfied with the bass sounds
that echoed through the room.
The music reverberated within the
musicians' bodies and out to their
listeners — sounds so low that
they at first seemed humanly impossible.
But if the audience was first
shocked at the deep tones of the
meditative music, they were incredulous when the lead singer,
Kaigal-ool Khovalyg, used his talents to produce two sounds at
(see Tuvan, page 16)

The Huun Huur-Tu singers from Tuva, Siberia performed for a full house on Friday, March 7.

Pack lectures on relationship between sound and meaning
By David Keeling
Arts Editor

"We humans have done a lot of
bad things," Professor Robert Pack
noted at the beginning of his lecture
last Saturday afternoon, "but we've
done a couple of good things; we've
invented music and we've invented
laughter." With that statement for his
foundation, Pack proceeded to elaborate on the relationship between
sound and meaning, reading poems
from his most recent collection,
"Minding the Sun," and using examples from other poets such as
Wallace Stevens, William Blake and
Gerard Manley Hopkins.
The lecture, which took place in
Bowker House as a part of the Festival of the Human Voice, took the
appropriate theme of sound for its
focus. "Poetry?' Pack asserted, "is as
much the sound it makes as the
meaning it puts forth." All the
poems that Pack read from his own
work were selected because they
were either about music or in celebration of music, whether in the
form of "Neanderthal Poem, 'Ah,'
Number One," in which Pack hy-

pothesizes on the first poem and the
first sound, or in that of "Within
Measure," in which he addresses
Mozart and the power of music.
In "Within Measure" especially,
Pack examines the life-affirming
quality of music, its ability to uplift
and celebrate what is vital and living
even when dealing with the most
troubling of human emotions or actions. He opens the poem with a
quote from Mozart: "Mozart, you
tell us, 'Music / never should excite
disgust, / and passions, whether violent or not, / must please the listener," a statement which aptly interprets the purpose of music and
its governing characteristics; regardless of the sentiment voiced
within, it should never fail to hearten the listener. "Art may be paradoxical in this sense," Pack noted,
for though it may provide "a painful
vision of human life, it exalts
nonetheless." It follows then, if poetry and music are considered to be
closely related, that poetry should
attend to these expectations and
outcomes as well, equally uplifting
the reader whether the subject is one

that pleases or one that initiates interior conflict and disruption. Nothing dictates that this uplift takes
place without struggle or questioning; to the contrary, those artworks
that prompt unease often retain the
most meaning and, ultimately, satisfaction.
Pack examined the role of1 sound
in poetry by giving a number of examples indicative of how even the
slightest changes in the sound of a
word can utterly alter its meaning:
for example the difference between
the simple human expressionistic
sounds of "ah" and "ach,". Additionally, he utilized one of Blake's poems
to exhibit the subtextual and subconscious role of sound, its innuendo, as one of the most important aspects of the poem. Pack explained
how "the lover with the sigh," who
Blake says loves like "the gentle
wind.. I Silently, invisibly," triumphs
over who Pack described as "the
talky lover," who has told his love all
his heart. It is that "sigh," Pack contended, that gives the poem its
evocative qualities.
In his book, "The Spell of the

Sensuous," David Abram writes that
"Active, living speech is... a vocal
gesticulation wherein the meaning
is inseparable from the sound, the
shape, and the
rhythm of the
words. Communicative meaning is
always,
in
its
depths, affective; it
remains rooted in
the sensual dimension of experience,
born of the body's
native capacity to
resonate

his lecture, Robert Pack presented
this relationship of sound and
meaning, and in particular the role
of the "music of words" in poetry.

other bodies and
with the landscape
as a whole." Language, and in particular the act of
vocalizing—
whether in speech
or song—imposes
meaning on a
complex world and
holds the potential
Alex Fuller
to celebrate that
Pack
lectured
on
the
relationship
between
sound
and
world, its intricacy,
and its life. Through tneaning in Bowker House last weekend.

Ensemble exhibits musical virtuosity
By Andrea Yevuta

longer pick my so pickable nose or
bite my delicious nails." Lyons'
beautiful soprano provided a suitDuring the "Large Ensemble
able contrast to the comical lyrics.
Concert" portion of "The Festival
of the Human Voice II: ComposEvan
Bennett
conducted
ing for the Human Voice," the auClaude Debussy's "Ariettes Oudience was treated to playful
bliées," arranged by Middlebury
lyrics, student composition, and a
students Jeremy Davidson '96.5
Vermont operatic premiere. As is
and Amy Wlodarski '97, as well as
frequently the case, the
Bard College students
Arts Center played host to As is frequently the case, the Arts
Gilda Lyons and Eli Mara number of outstanding, Center played host to a number of
shall, with vocal perfornationally known permance by Kaiser. All four
outstanding nationally known
formers, while also showstudents
have
solid
performers, while also showcasing
casing student work.
grounding in
musical
composition and perforThe evening began student work.
mance, as each is majorwith "Four Songs," a group
~
of popular songs arranged by Su the applause and laughter that the ing, or in Davidson's case, has maLian Tan and performed, a cappel- vocalists received for their spirited jored, in music. An appreciative
la, by Carol Christensen, Beth renditions. "Mr. Sandman" and audience recognized the efforts of
Thompson Kaiser, and Tan, all of "Too Darn Hot" were particular both the composers and the enwhom are sopranos. Kaiser, Chris- favorites as each singer extracted semble.
The second half of the show
tensen, and Tan are members of every drop of energy from the
the music faculty at Middlebury songs. Both the audience and the was devoted solely to "Heartland,"
and thus had the chance to per- vocalists thrived on the light- a one-act, one-singer opera comhearted atmosphere of the perfor- posed by Daron Aric Hagen.
form before a familiar audience.
Hagen's music has been perNone of the performers, howev- mance.
Gilda Lyons, a student from formed by numerous orchestras
er, are limited to success at Middlebury — all have enjoyed na- Bard College, maintained the live- such as the New York Philharmontional prestige, with Tan receiving ly atmosphere with her rendition ic, Philadelphia Orchestra, St.
commissions from the United of "Evening Falls," which included Louis Symphony, and Milwaukee
(see Concert, page 16)
States, Europe, and Malaysia for lyrics such as "for you I would no
Staff Writer

her composing abilities while
Kaiser has many performances
throughout the northeast to her
credit. Christensen was a soloist
with the Milwaukee Symphony
Orchestra as well as a member of
the Chicago Lyric Opera Chorus.
Audience enjoyment of "Four
Songs" was extremely evident by

'Olivia Tremor Control'
cd dares to be different
Sam Folk-Williams

mary members, the Elephant 6
Orchestra (fronted by Schneider)
provides additional music for the
album. With instruments ranging
from the Tibetan prayer bowl to
the slide guitar, piano and trumpet; a very interesting array of
sounds is provided.
Though even with everything
unique that the Olivia Tremor
Control has to offer (including
their name and the title of their
album, Music From the Unrealized
Film Script, Dusk At Cubist Castle), their most prominent feature
seems to be the influence they derive from the Beatles. In fact, a few
songs even have obvious "rip-offs"
of some very famous Beatles

StaffWriter

From the same small town in
Louisiana as Rob Schneider of the
Apples in Stereo and Jeff Mangum
of Neutral Milk Hotel comes Bill
Doss with the Olivia Tremor Control. Both the Apples and Neutra

Music from the Unrealized Filmscript, Dusk at the Cubist Castle

Olivia Tremor Control

The Woods Tea Company performed a wide variety of music in the Gamut Room on Monday, March 10.

Woods Tea charms, amuses audience
By Christian Botting
Staff Writer

On Monday night the Wood's
Tea Company made their return to
Middlebury
College's
Gamut
Room. Deemed "an acoustic power
trio," and claiming Wizmak
Record's best selling cd for 2 years
in a row, the Company lived up to
their reputation as they pulled off a
fluid performance that had the audience hooting, clapping and
stempingat points.
Formed fifteen years ago, the
Wood's Tea Company has toured
the country and has been coming
to Middlebury for the past ten
years, bringing with them a unique
and refreshing brand of performance. The group is made up of
Rusty Jacobs, Mike Lussen and
newest member Tom Mackenzie,
the latter two of which Jacobs
claims are "two of the finest banjo

players in the world." Boasting a set songs and light-hearted choruses
comprised of Celtic instrumentais, were fun to sing along with, and the
old Irish seas chanties, dueling jokes were as entertaining as they
banjos, and old fashioned folk- were pointed ("What do you get
songs, the trio uses over a half a when you cross a Unitarian with a
dozen instruments in their compli- Catholic? Someone who knocks on
cated, yet easy-to-listen-to mix of your door at 7:30 without knowing
why."). Perhaps the songs that were
sound.
The trio also relies on humor as pulled off the best were the more
a large part of their act. "We poke somber ones that treated greater isf u n at....whoever," said founding sues than drinking or cats. These
member Rusty Jacobs. Indeed, the didn't make the audience moody
thematic interests of the Compa- or teary eyed, but left room for the
ny's songs are offset by brief spurts puns and stories, ("If we changed
of comic-relief and joke telling. our name to Phish and played just
Take for instance a song about cats one show, we'd be set for life.")
The Wood's Tea Company will
that the tio played, introduced with
"Cats are living proof that not be sure to make their return to
everything on this earth has a pur- Middlebury as the loyal contigion
of fans is forever growing. Said one
pose."
The Company had a lot of fun Gamut Room patron "They're betplaying for the Gamut Room audi- ter than CATS, I'd see them again
ence, never losing the buzzing and again." The trio would uncrowd's interest. The drinking doubtedly approve.

Milk Hotel released groundbreaking debut albums in 1996,
which have proven to be some of
the best American indie-pop
records to surface in a very long
time.
The Apples give us an
excellent brand of acidpop with tracey guitars,
a slew of analog synthesizers, and outstanding
naive vocal melodies.
Neutral
Milk
Hotel
evades
classification,
using varied instrumentation and an eclectic
mix of stylistic influences yielding a more
rootsy, folk-based poprock sound.
The Olivia Tremor
Control, whose main
man, Bill Doss, grew up
with Schneider and Mangum,
gives a unique brand of Beatlesbased pop with a little bit of Devo
and some Spacemen 3 mixed in as
well.
In addition to the band's pri-

melodies and guitar riffs. The
short, often cute, and memorable
pop songs also feature a lot the
Beatle-esque "Oohhs" and "Ahhs"
in the background vocals. In addi(see Olivia, page 16)

Strugatsky brothers re-invent genre of sci-fi in 'Roadside Picnic'
-

By Maciej Ceglowski,
StaffWriter

The work of the best American
science fiction writers occupies
the top end of a continuum running f r o m multi-volume works
like "Dune or "Foundation" all the
way down to pulp stories and
third-rate space opera. Although
the two ends of this continuum
may be light-years apart in quality, they do share certain characteristics. Dialogue and character
development tend to take a back
seat to the storyline, and this reliance on plot has historically pigeonholed science fiction, along
with detective novels, into a paperback kind of purgatory reserved for sub-literary genres. As
any reader of Ray Bradbury
knows, however, there is no reason
science fiction cannot be considered literature.
Communist Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union have proven
to be rich sources of good science
fiction of a more literary flavor.
The Strugatsky brothers, Arkadii
and Boris, are the kings of Russian
science fiction, and deserve to be
better known abroad. Born in
1925 and 1931, respectively, the
brothers come from very different
backgrounds—technical translations and computer science. Their
first novel was published in the
late 1950's, just as the thaw was revitalizing Russian literature.
"Roadside Picnic" (1977) is an
ingenious variation on the classic
theme of a first encounter with an
alien civilization. The book is set

in the not-too-distant future,
some thirty years after the "Visitation." Alien beings have come to
Earth, spending several weeks in
five small areas in Canada, and
abruptly gone, making no attempt
to communicate with humanity.
Indeed, they seem not to have noticed the presence of any civilization at all. Their brief sojourn has
given birth to a whole new branch
of science dedicated to studying
the things they left behind in the
five "Visitation Zones." Despite an
immense amount of effort and research, practically everything in
the Zones remains a complete
mystery. Some objects and phenomena are simply technological
marvels, others violate the laws of
thermodynamics, some seem to
violate the very principle of
causality. Gravity changes force
and direction at a whim, shadows
point the wrong way, and witches'
jelly b u r n s with a soft glow at
night. The Zones are very dangerous places to be, and have come
under the control of the United
Nations. Nevertheless, an extensive trade in objects smuggled out
from them (such as perpetual
power sources and time-delay
mirrors) survives underground.
The book, although it shifts from
third person omniscient to firstperson narration several times,
mainly follows the life of one such
smuggler, or stalker, Redrick
Schuhart, as he tries to make a living for himself, his wife, and his
unusual daughter.
We never find out why the

aliens came (although the title offers one guess), who they were,
how their technology works, or
whether they'll be back. The mystery of the visitation is instead the
framework for an extraordinary
examination of human nature and
human pride. The stalkers inhabit
a seedy and dangerous underworld, taking incredible risks both
in and out of the zone to sell their
swag. The Strugatsky's describe
this world with great realism and
mouth-watering detail. They are
masters of understatement in a
genre that usually goes to great
lengths to explain everything, and
readers will find themselves growing attached to characters who are
profoundly human and complex.
Praising a sci-fi novel for the depth
of its characterization is like
telling someone their blind date
has a great personality. The diehard reader has nothing to fear,
however, since the Strugatsky
brothers are second to none when
it comes to adventure, gadgetry,
and pure inventiveness. The astonishing ending is the best one I
have ever come across, in any
genre of fiction.
Perhaps the most amazing
thing about "Roadside Picnic" is
that the authors manage to fit such
a rich and detailed story into less
than a hundred and fifty pages.
The remainder of the book is devoted to another short novel, "Tale
of the Troika", a biting satire of
Brezhnev-era bureaucracy. The
two works are utterly dissimilar;
it's hard to believe they were writ-

ten by the same authors. "Tale of
the Troika" is uproariously funny,
but may be less approachable to
readers unfamiliar with life in the
Soviet Union. Both short novels
are smoothly and ably translated
by Antonina Bouis. The unassuming volume, along with several
other works by the Strugatskys
from various points in their cre-

ative career, lives in the bowels of
Starr Library, and is a must-read
for anyone who loves good fiction.
Those who want to explore Eastern European sci-fi but find the
above volume checked out might
take instead a book by the incomparable Stanislaw Lem, the most
widely read science-fiction author
in the world.

A Celebration of Folk Songs
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Jennifer Ward will perform her Music 7oo project on Wednesday,
March 12, accompanied by Vitercik,Hinkley and Lively.
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Unconventional 'EZ Streets' struggles for survival in prime^time
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By Andrea Yevuta

feel-good "Diagnosis" stays while cracks, yet incredibly focused and
calculating.
"Streets" struggles for life.
Pantoliano's performance is
Thankfully, CBS has decided to
The Nielsen family—who are
give "Streets" another chance in its truly the most outstanding of the
the members of this mythic entity
original time slot of Wednesdays series as he expertly navigates beand what possesses them to watch
at 10 p.m. Why studio executives tween fear as he is caught in the
"America's
Funniest
Home
think that the show will succeed in middle of a shoot-out and calm
Videos" week in and week out? To
a time slot in which it previously reserve in the presence of his busithe chagrin of critics everywhere,
failed is, apparently, beside the ness associates.
advertisers use the Nielsen ratings
point. "Streets" has been renewed
as an evaluative measure for buyDebrah Farentino plays Therefor a limited spring run, mimick- sa Conners, Murtha's lawyer and
ing air time, causing the ratings to
ing an effort by many of the major lover. In classic femme fatale manhave a disproportionate effect on
networks to place more estab- ner, she uses and abuses men, priLollapalooza of Laughter
lished shows ("ER" and "NYPD marily looking out for her best inBlue," for example) on hiatus while terests. Jason Gedrick rounds out
launching new shows or taking the cast of main characters as
advantage of prime time slots to Daniel Rooney, an ex-con trying
increase ratings for established to turn his life around. Although
shows.
he has murdered for Murtha,
"Gritty" is the current adjective Rooney is possibly the most upof choice for describing dark po- standing (and therefore most borlice dramas and it is especially ap- ing) of all the characters.
plicable in describing "EZ Streets."
He feels real remorse for his acEvery scene seems to take place at tions and wants to turn his life
night, in the rain, or during a real- around so that he can return to his
ly cloudy day, leaving one with the wife and child. Also included in
impression that no one ever has to the cast of characters are a cokeworry about skin cancer from too snorting, bribe-taking mayor, a
much sunlight.
vengeful police lieutenant, and a
Perhaps the only aesthetic ele- heroin-addicted mother. Is it any
ment more prevalent than the lack wonder that this show has not
of natural light is the dirt, grime, been widely embraced by the
and general deterioration of viewing public?
everything.
Creator and producer Paul
Mirroring the dark and dreary Haggis has no qualms about buckAndrew Lin
landscape is an assortment of ing conventional standards. InThe Comedy Jam held on Saturday, March 8, had the audience in gales of laughter.. It featured four comemorally ambiguous characters, led stead of using music that warns
dians from NYC and LA. The show was followed by a party in McCullough.
by Detective Cameron Quinn "chase scene coming," Haggis opts
(played by Ken Olin.) While for a haunting, Celtic score by
Quinn is the protagonist of the Mark Isham during some of the
Voice Recital: Abby Manzella
hunger, hands out-stretched.
show, he is by no means the hero. most tense moments of the show.
There is no reasoning with '98
After his partner is murdered, the Similarly, he does not avoid using
them, no pleading with them....
Arts Center Concert Hall
police board investigating the spinning, overhead shots instead
Admission is $1.
crime insinuates that Quinn may of close-ups during some of the
Sponsored by the American
8:30p.m.
have been a dirty cop who set up more action-oriented scenes.
Concert: Bela Fleck and the
Movie Club.
his partner.
"EZ Streets" is easily one of the
Fleckstones
Dana Auditorium.
Quinn spends most of his time most original shows to grace the
Recent Grammy Award winLectures
trying to prove his innocence by airwaves in years, yet it is its origners play in Mead Chapel. Tickets
Saturday, March 15
solving
the mystery of his part- inality which may become its
available
on
Tuesday
March
11
to
Wednesday, March 12
ner's murder. Although a partner's downfall as viewers, particularly
students only, $6 with ID at Proc4 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
retribution may seem to be a typ- Nielsen viewers, are turned off by
College Street Movie: "Art for tor dinner. Tickets available to
4:30 p.m.
ical dramatic plot, the viewer can its nonconformity.
public on Wednêsday and ThursAbernethy Series: "The Dream Teachers of Children"
never be sure of whether Quinn is
In the past, certain critical sucClose in impulse to a docu- day at Proctor dinner or call ext.
Defined: Gloria Naylor's "Bailey's
a dirty cop or if he was involved cesses have overcome poor ratings
MIDD.
Cafe" and the Reconstruction of mentary, this autobiographical
with the death of his partner. in their first season (or seasons) to
Sponsored by MCAB.
film is a fictional recreation of a 14
American Cultural Identities."
There is nothing typical about this eventually build a strong, devoted
Mead
Chapel.
year
old
student's
affair
with
her
Will Nash, Assistant Professor
show.
following, such as in the case of
of American Literature, has lec- married dorm counsellor at a New
The "villain," if there is such a "Homicide" on NBC. Will CBS
Saturday, March 15
tured widely on African-Ameri- England boarding school.
thing in this show, is Jimmy take the chance that the same will
Co-sponsored by the Women's
can literature and made presentaMurtha, superbly played by Joe happen with "EZ Streets"? Viewers
7 p.m.
tions on Charles Johnson, Toni Culture Series.
Pantoliano. Murtha is the classic who appreciate quality television
First Annual Festival of AnimaMorrison, Ma Rainey, James BaldDana Auditorium
Joe Pesci mobster—full of wise- can only hope.
tion
win and others.
(see Friday for details)
Performances
Abernethy Room, Starr Library.
TWilight Auditorium 101
Wednesday, March 12
Sunday, March 16
8 p.m.
Concert Series: Pamela and
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Dance Concert: "See for Your- Claude Frank
Discussion: On Wordsworth's
T H E AMERICAN ARTS COURSE
The Franks will play Brahm's
"Michael" with John Elder, Bob self"
First in a series of presentations sonatas for violin and piano.
Pack, and Scott Sanders, Indiana
•Hands o n Study
Admission is $9 general, $7 facUniversity. Sponsored by Thomas of choreographic work developed
•Post-Baccalaureate Certificate
by students in Theatre 161 and fa- ulty/staff/seniors, and $4 students.
Fellowship.
cilitated by Peter Schmitz.
Arts Center Concert Hall.
Bowker House
Awarding 36 Master Credits
Arts Center Dance Theatre
•Nine Month Course with Eight
11 p.m.
Monday, March 17
Rock Concert: Gerry Hundt
8 p.m.
Weeks of Regional Travel
Voice Recital: Jennifer Ward '97 and the Fellartones
7:30p.m.
The boys from Illinois rock
•Internship at Sotheby's
Arts Center Concert Hall
Scott Sanders, Nature writer.
Middlebury on their one stop tour
McCullough, Mitchell Green
•Taught by Top Curators and
of the Northeast.
Friday, March 14
lounge.
McCullough Floor.
Sotheby's Specialists
7 p.m.
Movies
•Curatorial and Collection Studies
Monday, March 17
Wonnacott Commons First Annual Festival of Animation
Friday, March 14
For more information and a
8 p.m.
Each night features a different
prospectus, call (212) 606-7822.
show. Come see the best in Cana7 p.m. 8c 9:30 p.m.
Concert: Davydov and Fanning
N o w accepting applications for
dian animation!
"Night of the Living Dead"
the class of 1998.
Duo
TWilight Auditorium 101
They stagger out of the dark
Dieuwke Davydov, cello, and
and toward the farmhouse, dull
Diana Fanning, piano.
8 p.m.
eyes informed by nothing but
Arte Center Concert Hall.
1334 York Avenue. New York. New York 10021
StaffWriter

the programming on broadcast
networks as each tries to secure
the most advertising revenue.
Consequendy, original and risky
programming is scarce while critical laughing-stocks like "The Single Guy" continue to thrive in
cushy time slots.
What this means for the everyday non-Nielsen viewer is that he
or she must wade through an
enormous amount of garbage to

find the real gems of television.
One such gem, "EZ Streets," premiered last October only to be unceremoniously axed by CBS after
two shows because of ratings failure.
Yes, this is the same network
that promotes "Diagnosis Murder," starring a geriatric Dick Van
Dyke as a doctor who solves
crimes, as quality programming.
Yet, in the world of Nielsen, the

S T U D Y AT
SOTHEBY'S

EZ^Hh
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Tuvan troupe incorporates rhythms, sounds of nature in music
(continued from page 13)
once; the same low bass combined
with a sweet and clear soprano
whistle, music that sang like an
ethereal flute inside the listener's
ear and heart.
Huun-Huur-Tu's songs were
what music professor Ed Herbst
described as a "tactile experience."
Said Herbst, "You can feel the
sound. It's what we call 'sympathetic vibrations'. The b o d y re-

sponds [because the music] rings
like bells inside. There is a melody,
rhythm, and poetry to it, but it
also communicates beyond all
cultural boundaries."
These singers from the Siberian
land, Tuva, endeavored to recreate
the various sounds of nature—its
lullabies, chants, and echoes. The
music was able to transcend the
cultural barriers among people
because it was applied to the basic

A View

human understandings of the natural world.
"The,music is from people who
are finding ways to communicate
and feel at home in their environment," said Herbst.
They believe that nature is inhabited with spirits [and they]
sing to streams, sing to m o u n tains.... Their songs tell of relationships with animals. They believe in interacting with the
spiritual and ecological world."
Often songs are used to describe Tfivan animal legends, and
the talented musicians performed
a piece that imitated the rhythms
of a neighing and trotting horse.
One particularly outstanding song
in the second act recreated r u m bling thunder, buzzing insects,
chirping birds, rushing wind — in,
short, an audible scene in nature
that mingled with the listener's
imagination to produce a mental
picture.
To fully connect themselves

with the spiritual world, HuunHuur-Tu learned to imitate the
sounds of nature by physically
singing to their environment.
Theodore Levin, the tour curator,
described it as "the active interaction with natural landscapes".
For a portion of the performance, the concert hall lights were
dimmed as a film screen revealed
actual scenes of the musician,
Anatoli Kuular, singing to a
stream. The real Kuular sat still on
the darkened stage, singing aloud
a rich hymn that harmonized with
the prerecorded sounds of rushing water. The visual images of the
stream flowed with the same
rhythm as the music, and together, they produced an energized
connection between the singer
and his spiritual muse.
One would think that the extraordinary voices were the result of
years of formal training, but
Levin, who spoke on Huun-HuurTu's behalf, reported otherwise.

(continued from page 14)
tion, the album artwork highly resembles images from the Yellow
Submarine motion picture. All of
this has lead some critics to pass
the band off as another Beatles
rip-off act.
To dismiss the band in a such a

manner, however, would be a big
mistake.
Although it is clear that OTC
loves the fab-four, their music provides much more than a mere reworking of Beatles tunes. Dusk at
Cubist Castle is a remarkable musical experience that is literally

"This is a tradition that is learned,
not taught.... What's at the root of
this music? We are trying to explore the way it might have been
before
concert
performance
evolved."
Of course, the singers still performed, proving that the natural
world could harmonize beautifully with the modern world of microphones, amplifiers, and film
screens. And as one audience
member, Betty Simon, aptly put it,
"The music is unearthly."
Huun-Huur-Tu's
talents
opened the Middlebury audience
to a world of singing that was unlike anything heard in the past: it
wasn't Mozart, it wasn't Miles
Davis, it wasn't Madonna.
The Tuvan singers' amazing
ability to capture the spiritual
world using either their voices or
Siberian instruments left the audience breathless, with just enough
strength to give two standing ovations.

Olivia' draws from Beatles tradition

Concert showcases talent
Abby Manzella will perform her MU500 vocal recital on Friday,
March 17, accompanied by Cynthia Huard and Dick Forman.

an undergraduate study
abroad program in Classical,
Byzantine and
Modern Greek studies

BEAVER COLLEGE

STUDY IN G R E E C E
The Beaver College Study in Greece program is designed to provide North American students with a comprehensive academic and
cultural experience including opportunities to undertake accredited upper division college courses in Classical, Byzantine and
Modern Greek studies. Our program features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

leadership and teaching by recognized scholars
intensive use of local resources for field study
required study of modern Greek
student apartments in a local neighborhood
field-study trips
program-arranged cultural and social activities

who were witness to the indiffer(continued from page 13)
Symphony, but when describing ence of nature.
"Heartland," he joked that the
"We live at the end of the twenoriginal title of'Madness and Sor- tieth century and we've conquered
row" would "guarantee that it will nature... but the reactions [to nareserve few performances."
ture] are remarkably similar" to
Hagen's self-deprecating humor those who had to watch their chilaside, "Heartland" is a touching dren die of cholera during the
study of his attempt to capture the harsh winter.
feeling of upstate Wisconsin and
The opera, performed by "one
apply it to current circumstances. of today's outstanding interpreters
The text of "Heartland" is com- of American music," Paul Sperry,
posed of newspaper articles, ac- included descriptions of mental
counts from a mental hospital, and breakdown and suicide.
a book entitled "Main Traveled
Because the opera is for only
Roads" dating from 1890-1930.
one singer, Sperry was forced, to
He called it a "portrait of the skillfully change personas in each
psychological make-up of people account, a feat he accomplished
who grow up in the Midwest" and admirably. "Heartland" provided a
emphasized the similarity of reac- strong finish to the Festival's last
tion among people then and today event of the day."

non-stop from the first sounds to
the last.
Through the course of this 75
minute CD there is a constant undertow of abstract sounds behind
and in-between the music. From
howling wind, to record.static,
bubbling water, and 1960's science-fiction computer noises, a
sort of audio-collage is created
that plays off of the music, derives
from the music, and changes the
course of the music.
In the middle of the album
there is a block of nine tracks that
are given the title "Green Typewriters."
In this maze the pattern of the
album is reversed and we hear primarily sound effects with short
bursts of music every so often before returning to the "Theme For a
Very Delicious Grand Piano."
In all, the album gives us 27 of
some of the best tunes currently
being played somewhere in the
United States.
Bands like the Olivia Tremor
Control, the Apples, and Neutral
Milk Hotel constantly prove that
the best American music is given
to us by independent song-writers
whose unconventional
tunes
wouldn't stand a chance on MTV
or commercial radio.

we your
parents a
graduation present.
W h y b o o k t h e m a bed w h e n y o u
can

book

t h e m a resort?

We'll

p a m p e r y o u r f a m i l y w i t h attentive
service, refined c o m f o r t a n d great
f o o d . A n d o u r 7 0 0 - a c r e lakeside
• resort will reward t h e m w i t h spec-

Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses the country and its people as an extension of the classroom. Students enjoy
individualized attention and can enroll in a semester or a full-year
program with courses on offer in areas as various as Classical
Languages and Literature, Modern Greek Politics, the Byzantine
Tradition and Mediterranean Ecology.
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs
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THE SKINNY ON

Once they arrive at Middlebury College, many students never give a second
thought to the process that brought them here. To any person outside the realm of
the college staff, the application process does not seem to have changed. What has
changed is the inner-workings of the system. Tour guides have to worry about the
slightest details. The increase in the size of our applicant pool means more work
for the admissions staff. Coaches recruit more heavily in hopes to improve the
college name with better sports' teams. Perhaps only the financial aid aspect of
the process has not changed at all- it's just as complicated as it always was.

Student guides put collegers best foot forward
By Anne McDonough
Staff Writer

"On your left is Proctor, safe
haven to hundreds of ravenous
Middlebury students three times
daily. And on our right is one of the
best views at Middlebury College,
although of course it's better when
it's not raining and when the melting snow isn't rushing down the hill
and pooling in the street. And in
front — oops, I guess I don't have
this walking backwards thing going
yet." It's a familiar speech heard all
over campus. Throughout the year,
particularly in the fall and spring,
students working for the Admissions Office lead high school juniors, seniors, and the occasional
over-achieving sophomore on
tours of Middlebury College.
First there is the guide, walking
backwards and trying to show the
visitors a well-rounded view of
Middlebury while at the same time
dealing with the same questions
and complaints that are asked by
everyone. In September or early
fall, it's "do the mosquitoes ever go
away?" The obvious response — of
course, the cold weather usually
kills them off — is not one that
most prospectives want to hear.
Thank goodness humans have a
higher body fat percentage than
most other animals. In January, the

typical question becomes "do people ever go to class?" In this Case,
most parents don't want to hear
that most Middlebury students try
to fit class in between skiing, sleeping, and skiing. In April, the question "what do students do for fun?"
begs the response, "they take advantage of their surroundings and
mud-wrestle."
At the same time, the tour guide
is there to answer more serious
questions in a way that might not
be answered adequately by a school
official. Although employed by the
Admissions office, the guides are
students and so can point out both
the positives and negatives of their
personal experience. Prospectives
can read course guides and standardized catalogues to find out
what the college wants them to see,
but only a student can really convey
the true feeling of a school.
Most prospective students go on
tours at every college they visit, and
most tours are exactly the same except for the distance you need to
walk from one building to another.
Every school is on the market, and
the tour guides are salesmen. The
salespitch can mean the difference
between "I could never imagine
myself there" and "I wonder what it
will be like when I ski down the
slopes to graduation." Allen Cowett

Buffy Hastings
Student led tours are one way Middlebury attempts to sell perspectives on applying.
'99, a tour guide at Middlebury, understands the importance of The
Tour. "I went on an awful tour at
Dartmouth," he said, "and consequently I did not apply."
Tour guides at Middlebury say
that there are many keys to a successful tour. First, never show the
inside of Battell. Not only will the
filled-to-the-brim blue bins turn
parents away — they are not placated by reassurances that all the
beer cans will be recycled — but a

few straggling partiers might decide to have a little fun with the
prospectives. The spacious rooms
with sloping roofs in Allen are
probably a better choice.
Secondly, avoid walking past the
conveyor belt in Proctor. It's not
such a good advertisement to see
the amount of food that is left on
the trays. Thirdly, pretend that construction for a walkway between
Voter and McCullough is imminent. Finally, and perhaps most im-

portantly, point out the diagonal
crosswalks in the roads. It wouldn't
be a good idea to have a prospective run over on his walk past the
Adirondack House.
"Leading tours is special," commented Cowett. "I wanted to share
my Middlebury experience, and
this is a fun way to do that. I've seen
several students here that I showed
around last year. It's a good feeling
to think that I may have been an influence."

Common application programs streamline admissions process
By Alyson Cucci

opportunity to use computers to
format their application.
Expan enables students to send
Applicants to Middlebury Coltheir applications from their high
lege are evaluated through a process
schools' college placement offices to
that includes a two-part application,
Middlebury over the internet, but it
recommendations from high school
remains a little used resource at this
teachers, a transcript and an optiontime. Partially in response to these
al interview. In addition to MiddleAllegheny • American • Amherst • Antioch • Babson • Bard • Barnard • Bates • B< new conveniences, the volume of
• Bryn Mawr • Bucknell • Butler • Caneton • Case Western Reserve • Centenary C< applicants has increased from about
>y-Sawyer • Colgate • Colorado College • Connecticut College • Cornell College
4500 to 4700 since 1995.
inson • Drew • Duke • Earlhany* Eckerd • Elizabethtown • Elmira • Emory • Euge
hington
Gettysburg
Other factors contributing to this
i-Sydney
Hampshi
increase are the growing popularity
Hopkins
C O M M O N A P P L I C A T I O N @ 2 S u '• of Middlebur/s programs and facilLehigh
Lewis A
ities, including a strong environlarietta
Marquette
ount Holyoke • Muhlenberg • New York University • Oberiin • Occidental • Ohio Wesleyan • Pi mental studies curriculum, the new
[tan's • University of Redlands • Reed College • Regis University • Rensselaer • Rhodes
Center for the Arts and the imrersity of Rochester • Rollins • St. Benedict A St. John's • St. Lawrence • St. Olaf •
University of the South • Southern Methodist • Southwestern • Spelman • Stetson • ! proved natural science facilities
Tufts • Tulane «Tulsa • Union • Ursinus • Valparaiso • Vandeibilt • Vassar • Wabash • Wa§ promised with the construction of
eyan • Western Maiyland • Whealon • Whitman • Whinkr•Widener •'Willamette* Williams «Wi Bicentennial Hall, projected to be
'PLICATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIOÎ completed in the fall of 1999. Regardless of the reasons, more appliabove encourage the use of this application. No distinction will be made
ons tell how to complete, copy, and file your application with any one or sc cations means more work on the
part of the admissions committee.
Once the admissions office has
received all the necessary components of an application, the information is passed along to two readFirst
Middle (complete)
ers, and each considers all aspects of
(nickname) Fomier last name(s) if any:
the candidate's portfolio, concentrating on considering the student
t or
[ J transfer student?
For the term beginning:
as an individual.
There is no one combination of
qualifications fbrwhich the readers
Number and Street
ï, an admissilèùSVi'J
"the
sions
counselor,
_
Tfj}
ft. •
there
students to apply to more schools in less ttme.
.hlXBTyofa Si
The Common
Staff Writer

bury's own application form, for the
past two years, various common
forms have been accepted, including
Apply!, CollegeLink, CollegeView,
The Common Application and
Expan. These programs allow students to send the same application
to various colleges and provide the

is no application crunch."
The admissions staff has time to
get to know more about applicants
than just their transcripts and SAT
scores. Essays are important in this
process; they provide information
about the student's life that defines
who they are.
Exceptional essays are set aside
and incorporated into a dramatic
performance for first-years during
orientation, called "Voices in the
Class." Sveden calls these "pieces of
beautiful writing or [essays that] tell
compelling personal stories."
When the readers have considered all the information about a
candidate, they summarize the student based on recommendations,
essays, transcript, extra-curricular
activities, and interviews, then make
their own recommendation that the
candidate be either accepted, or rejected.
Once all the applications have
gone through this process, committees of four or five staff members
read the summaries and consider
the readers' recommendations. The
committees talk about each candidate and finally make a decision;
students are then notified of the decision and must either accept or decline the invitation by May 1.
The actual size of an incoming
class is dictated by the target number that the admissions committee

is allowed to accept, which is based
on the number of beds available on
campus, but also depends on how
many of those accepted actually enroll.
As application volume has increased, so has the number of accepted students who decide to come
here. Sveden describes this part of
the admissions process as a "guessing game;" since no one can really
know how many students will accept the offer to enroll at Middlebury. There are often more students
than beds, which leads to the converting of lounges into dorm rooms.
Due to the college's decision to
increase enrollment over the years
to an estimated 2,350, the admissions committee has already begun
to accept more students in some
classes.
The class of '99 is currently the
largest group of incoming students,
and John Hanson, Director of Admissions, projects that another such
increase will not be considered until
the class of'03.
Sveden expressed excitement at
this opportunity to be able to accept
many of the qualified candidates
that are currently turned away because of class-size limitations, but
also expects that the increased enrollment will draw more underqualified perspectives who will havel
to be rejected.
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Distribution of financial aid a key part of admissions process
By Marty Whited
StaffWriter

Frustration is a common sentiment at Middlebury right about
now. Actually, some would say frustration of all types is the hallmark
of a Midd kid. What you may not
be able to believe is how much
more true that is for some of the
College employees, for example the
financial aid staff.
Although the staff tries to be accommodating, getting any kind of
statement from just about anyone
working there is a task that might
drive one to distraction. Or drive
them to distraction.
As a result, the information for
this article has been taken from the
latest college prospectus, the World
Wide Web, the official Middlebury
College Financial aid forms, and
raw experience. It's the busiest season for financial aid officers, so it
pays to have some other connections to wring dry.
Remember how cool it was when
you were applying to colleges that
Middlebury had "need blind" admissions and a dedication to diversity? That "need blind" policy
means a lot of people that couldn't
afford Middlebury College can attend one of the best schools in the
country. It ensures a broader base
of diversity.
It also means Middlebury College has to generate a massive
amount of money to meet the
needs of all its students through
fund-raising and the comprehensive fee. It really is a big deal when
the College manages to hold the
line on the comprehensive fee.
In actuality, the comprehensive
fee only covers about two-thirds of
the cost of attending Middlebury.
The remaining third of the cost is

The admissions game

"essentially a hidden scholarship"
as the '96-97 prospectus states.
"The Web source for college information" also known as CollegeXpress states that "in meeting the
documented financial needs of all
admitted students, Middlebury
College awarded $13-million in aid
during 1995-96."
Let's be clear about that: this is
$13,463,563 in Middlebury grants
alone, besides the loans that inevitably accompany them in the average package.
The prospectus tells us that 40
percent of all undergraduates receive aid. CollegeXpress reports
that "forty-eight percent of new
students received aid." That means
that on the whole, a larger number
of students are getting financial aid
in the latest classes.
This allows Middlebury to be
more selective in its admissions
policies, and create a more diverse
population. The connection between financial aid and diversity is
easy to overlook, but in a careful
analysis the connection is proven to
be a strong one.
CollegeXpress compares Mid- '
dlebury College directly to other
colleges, saying, "Middlebury's
grant aid packages to needier families are among the most generous
in the country.
The average grant — money that
does not have to be repaid — was
$16,130. "Putting that in perspective, the 1995-96 comprehensive
fee, including tuition, room, and
board, is $27,020, as reported by
CollegeXpress.
That means for many of us, onehalf of the money we need to attend
Middlebury College — which, we
recall, is only two-thirds of the total
cost — is provided by what is large-

o u i iy

Middlebury's

"need blind"financial

aid policy eases both student and parent concern about financing a Middlebury

ly Middlebury-raised funds.
Funds like these college grants
combined with federal grants like
the Pell and the Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant are only one of three types of
aid offered.
Besides grants, the college also
offers loans and work-study opportunities for students. Financial aid
officers work to put together a
package deal incorporating these
three aspects of aid. For most people, that translates to loans that you
can bear when they come due six
months after graduation.
There are basically two typesof
loans: those that are privately financed and Federal loans.
The private loan terms vary by
the lender's terms. The Federal

loans are the Federal Perkins Loan,
a loan from the college at 5 percent
interest and two types of Stafford
loans, the subsidized and unsubsidized, with variable but capped interest rates.
Subsidized loans means that the
government pays the interest while
you are in school, while unsubsidized loans mean that you pay the
interest while still in school.
Once a student is admitted to
Middlebury College, the next step
is to begin the process of seeking
aid efficiently. CollegeXpress outlines five simple steps to hassle-free
financial aid, as follows:
Number One: Complete a
FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid). It's free and as CollegeXpress puts it, "regardless of

By Christian Botting

McGregor ' 99, a member of the
Panther football team,"football was
my primary-motivator [in choosing schools]."
Calls and letters from coaches
during the junior and senior years
of high school are the first moves in
the recruiting game, intensifying as
the students and coaches express
continual interest in each other. In
NESCAC schools, the recruiting
process doesn't extend much further than this, but comes it comes
to a head during the admissions
process. Schools like Middlebury
try to sell perspective students on
applying during visits and discussions with admissions officers as
well as coaches.
It is certain that coaches have
clout (though they hesitate to
admit it) in admission decisions
concerning athletes who might not
otherwise have been accepted to
Middlebury, although NESCAC
coaches have far less influence on
admissions than Division I or II
schools, which practically blindfold
the admission committees. "Track
might have helped me get in," said
JennaSigman'99.5."[But] itwasn't
the sole reason I [came] here."
Coaches and the recruiters who
represent them are in a precarious
position. They only wish for the
growth and success of their respective athletic programs; they want to
lceep the teams at a winning level,
,-Af a result, theyJ o . through great
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education.

your family's income, there are advantages to applying. You'll need to
have FAFSA results on file if you
want access to low interest rate student loans."
Number Two: Photocopy everything that you send to financial aid
for your own records.
Number Three: Write an appeal
letter if you feel you have special
circumstances.
CollegeXpress
notes, "appeal letters should provide the school with documented
information like billing statements
or medical bills which aren't covered by insurance."
Number Four: Plan A Financial
Calendar. The prospectus advises
us to budget about $1700 for everything from books to travel fees over
and above the comprehensive

Coaches recruit prospective athletes
StaffWriter

When thinking of Division III
athletics, and more specifically the
NESCAC, the idea of small, academically esteemed colleges and universities "recruiting" athletes seems
almost absurd. After all, NESCAC
schools do not give athletic scholarships. All athletes whine about
their tuition bills, just as any other
student on campus. You would
probably also assume that schools
such as Middlebury would not
lower their academic standards in
order to admit a star athlete. Well,
you might want to think again. It
would be foolish to say that athletics has little or no influence upon
college and university life, and the
same definitely holds true here
where the prospectus deems athletics "as an essential part of the educational experience here at Middlebury." Discipline, friendship,
identity- all these and more can be
found in the athletic experience.
In the transition between high
school and college life, student-athletes often find themselves at the
mercy of the recruiters, so to speak.
Wanting to extend their high
school careers as star athletes into
university or college life, they pick
and choose their schools carefully
so as to ensure that they will have
every opportunity to shine in colSelling Middlebury. Each year, Middlebury attracts more perspec- lege. "I always admired kids who
tives, who, like this one, access every aspect of the college.
, pljayed college football," said,Dan

pains to do this. It involves a long
operation of recruiting as coaches
"have to make enough contacts to
get the athletes who are compatible,
who like what we are," said head
football coach Mickey Heineicken.
"The more we expose ourselves, the
more likely we are to hit that kid
who wants us," he says. "[A]t that
point it's not recruiting anymore,
but a marriage [of interests]."
Middlebury and the NESCAC
are not like the programs of Division I schools where student life
more or less revolves about athletic
programs and the student-athlete is
supported by an athletic scholarship. For those athletes, sports becomes a job, "they own you," said
Heidi George '98, a swimmer for
Middlebury who turned down the
opportunity to swim for Division I
schools."Coming here [I knew] the
program wouldn't be as intense."
Ironically, Heidi is now competing
in the Nationals for her third
straight season.
Roughly 30% of Middlebury recruits end up coming here. "It's a
number's game," said Heineicken,
but one that is steadily becoming
an advantage to Middlebury's athletics. "[Middlebury's]name and
reputatiori have been growing nationally?h*commented. A national reputation makes for a bigger
draw of students who want to become'giy t t .of the Panther studentathlçteve^|^on.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LOOKING FOR FOLKS WHO HAVE AN
ORTHODOX BACKGROUND OR
INTERETEST: What kind of mosaic of
Eastern Orthodoxy exists in the
Middlebury College community?
Inquiring minds want to know. If you have
a Greek, Russian, Albanian, Romanian,
Ukrainian, Bulgarian Orthodox, etc, connection or affinity let us know. Contact
either Laurie Jordan or Alya Baker with
your name and campus address so that we
can get an initial mailing list together.

THE MIDDLEBURY PARTNERSHIP SCHOOL
DeWitt Clinton will be having visitors here
March 20-22. If your interested in hosting,
call Rosalba Novoa at x6609.

SCHOLARSHIPS TO STUDY ABROAD AT
FINDHORN COLLEGE IN SCOTLAND. Range
of courses in Edinburgh and the
Highlands. Environmental field studies in
the Findhorn Eco-Community. Exploration
of Scottish life and culture. Semester, year
abroad and summer programs. Website:
http://www.tiac.net/biz/fcie. For more
information, send name, address, and
email to college@tiac.net or telephone 1 800-932-7658.

Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT, Europe $169
OW. And domestic destinations cheap!!!
IF YOU CAN BEATTHESE PRICES, START
YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE. Air-Tech, Ltd.
(212) 219-7000, info@aerotech.com,
http://campus.net/aerotech.

LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER on
East Coast looking for Campus Rep to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
"Guaranteed"lowest package prices and
best incentives.You handle the sales... we
handle the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau,
Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando & Key West.
EARN BIG $$$ AND?OR FREE
TRIPS(S)...GREAT FOR RESUME!!
CALL 1-800-222-4432

CLASSIFIEDS

fIVCNTKmnoHAVeAM1WN6 TODOMHTHEWMBleSEfTHEWMetSSEAUBWr
QUALITY PEOPte! (WATF

FREE CALLING CARDS: 18.9 per minute
anywhere in U.S.A. 24hrs/day, 7days/wk, no
surcharge. No minimums and no monthly
fees. Not a prepaid calling card. For your
free card send a SASE to: SKYCOM, 712
Ackerman St., Rockdale, Texas 76567.

WANTED: FIELD HOCKEY COACH at
Middlebury Union High School for
September and October 1997. Salary provided. Contact Gale Jette at 388-7126
after 6 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS

YOU'VE BEEN PORING
OVER THE COMICS
SECTION ALL DAY.
I'VE
WHAT'S UP?
HAD A
\
BRAINSWW
Ç — Y
MOTHER.

I'D WORRY
OK, OK, MY
ABOUT KNOW- IDEA FOR THE
ING G00D
"MARK TRAIL"
LAWYERS.
PAGE M16HT

WEa, THEY'VE OBVIOUSLY s
GOT TO PAY SOMEONE TO Ï
HELP THEM DESIGN THEM, |
So WHY NoT ME? I KNoWf
COMICS... I KNOW
COMPUTERS...

IN CASE YOU HAVEN'T
NOTICED, IT'S BEC0M1N6
QUITE TRENDY FOR
CARTooNlSTS To HAVE
THEIR OWN WEB
f
\
PAGES NOW.

J

BE A LITTLE

vif

OUT op BOUNDS,
BUT THESE ARE

Cf.

I'M GOING
LET ME F1N1SH
INTO BUSINESS THIS SANDWICH.
DESI6NING
I'D HATE TO
WEB SITES
CHOKE.
FoR CARTOONISTS.,
WANT To SEE
MY LDEAS?I

" J f

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teenage bicycling trips. US, Canada, Europe. Minimum
4-week time commitment. Salary plus
expenses paid. Student Hosteling
Program, Ashfield Rd., Conway,ftlA 01341
(800) 343-6132

. Viking Quote of the Day"Deliver us, 0 Lord, from the fury of the Norsemen.
They ravage our lands, they Kill our women and children."
. To read today's touching strip about Hdgar's
love of family, dick here.

Cathy's list of
"Things that I
find stressful"

.To view last week's strips about
dieting and bathing Suits, click here.
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SPRING BREAK '97 — SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS7GR0UP ORGANIZERS to promote
trips to Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida.Call
1-800-648-4849 for information on joining
America's #1 Student Tour Operator.

V y This month's
special download

•To view this weeK's strips about
dieting and bathing Suits, click here.

Be Sure to check out
these fun facts///

ANNOUNCING THE
ViiciNG
U6UID DIET:
Sour M i l k
and B e e r
l e t u s know
y o u r results. 1 '.'

A Viking's a* can do more
than Chop Wood?To See lucky
Eddie demonstrate, click here.

Welcome to t h e
CATHY Web Page.'//

I'M GOING Td THIS WOULD
EXPLAIN "WAT
OFFER MY
SOUND MOM
SERVICES AS
WAS
WEBSITE
MAKING.
DESIGNER To
ALL THE B'G
CARTooNlSTS.
\

CAN WE
THINK I SHOULD INCLUDE
SEND MY WEB THE TRASH
SITE IDEAS To CAN AS opTHE CARTooNlSTS, TloN THREE?
OR Tb THE»R
f
v
SYNDICATES? J
.
K

DRAFTS.

yjelcome to the HAGAfc THE HoRRlBLE Wete Pdge.7/

A HAGAR WEB SITE EXCLUSIVE.'//
Check out these never-before-seen strips
deemed "inappropriate"by newspapers
• The massacre at Sain9el series
. The p'Nag'mg of Shetland series
[ue-y . yv,, slaughter at Imdijfufne series

50, Do YOU

J U S T ROUGH

^

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA — Positions
available monthly. B.A. or B.S. degree
required. US$18,500 - $23,400/yr.
Accommodation and round trip airfare
provided. Send resume,copy of diploma
and copy of passport to: Bok Ji
Corporation, Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13
Samsung Dong,Kang Nam Gu, Seoul,
Korea 135-090.Tel:011-82-2-555JOBS(5627) Fax: 011 -82-2-552-4FAX(4329).

m n o o e n t e*clamation,U ,?5ai n
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or a c r o n y m cor
something far more
colorful?

"The classes at Middlebury are nothing.
It's things like room draw that separate the
boys from the men."

P O

Welcome to the DooNESBURY Web Page

trr

-First-year woman
imparting wisdom upon
senior man.

•To read today's Strip, click h e r e .
•To read the 22-page interview with German Finance
Minister Theo Waigel from the November issue of
The Economist, which helps put the punchline
in Some context, dick here.
•Cw^Dawnload a listing
j of the entire cast of
£ Doonesbury characters
s (not recommended fer
' modems 28.8 kbfS and Slower)

'u,

w ^ ' S * *

A N IMPORTANT MESSAGE
F R O M UN CUE DUKE
KidS, f m j u s t
pretendim To
take all thole
drugs.

A SMci«l SMok-Peek a t One
of Neat week's Strips:,y
ymdt IS
it,Al?

Sir.tta Sthiopian
«mibeSladorwants
to know i f It'soil
right l a eat y»H-

"There are so many more girls in my math
class. The ratio is like 4 to 2. Maybe its
even 2 to 1."
-Crest Room

Welcome to the DlLBERT®®®®Web Pqge.'.'/
• For today's cdrfeon, Complete with cubicleplqctment suggestions, click here.
• To e-mail an idea To cartoonist Scott Adams, click Were.
• For an explanation why you won't see a dime
fer your contribution, click here.
lot q liSt of
Oilbert

(V «RI nil S€

This page is sponsored by
THE NATION OF JAPAN

Because we r t . l l , like It w»wn American
W W I reoa cor loon, an a«r long.

I HEAR YOU'VE GIVEN
UP TRYING l b DESIGN
WEB SITES FoR
LETS
CARTooNlSTS.
JUST SAY
MY IDEAS
WERWT GETTING THE
RECEPTION
I EXPECTED.

OH? WHO'D WELL, TIM
YOU HEAR
DAVIS, WHO
FROM?
Po€S"GARFlEUf
.
SENT ME AN
I
\
ENVELOPE FOIL oF

now licensed,
Click
here-

fer d list of
Oilbert merchandise licensed
sincefeatlast
list was created,
dick here.

...WHICH I INITIALLY TboK

AS A SIGN THAT HE WANTED
ME TO CELEBRATE OUR NEW
PARTNERSHIP.

DOGBERT'S QUESTION of THE WEEK

WHt this

be the .

year that
WoUy fnapS?

A m y fatigues? r
THIS isn't

~~

•casual a«rv.'
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ANSWERS TO CRO
continued from page 14

suits

UNTIL YOU NOTICED "THEN
IT WAS MADE
CHARLES
FROM THE LETTER SCHULZ
You SENT HIM.
SENT ME
ASHES, WHICH
I AT FIRST
_ Took To MEAN
HE THOUGHT MT

IDEAS WERE HOT
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Texas
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4
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(continued from page 23)
Sigman '99, Marne "Son of a" Gunderson '99 and Shayla Schneider
'99. In the 400 meter hurdles, a similar but far more demanding race,
will be Chrissy Peterson '99.
There is a great deal of excitement surrounding the sprinting

05753

March 13 to 17 only

mk
i!:.lt

events.
Michelle "Egg foo" Young '00 has
garnered a lot of attention with her
epochal, record shattering indoor
season. Sean "Phish-head" Fisher
'97 had this to say about the firstyear phenom: "Not since the days
of Tracy Thompson has there been
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Panthers look to break track records
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Professional Fitting
Diane and Dan DaPolito
Middlebury Eye Associates, Inc.
d^IMain^"M»ddléliuiy
<802)338-2811
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Evening BndSaturdayappointments available

a sprinter of Ms. Young's caliber at
Middlebury. Ah, sony."
Anne "Off " Metrailler '99 has escaped from a Turkish prison in
time to join Young in the first ever
two-person 4 x 100 meter relay.
Maureen "Mo" Nowlan '97 is
sure to have a strong showing in,the
Heptathlon. When asked where.she
gets the strength for all her events,
this
Stoneham
refugee replied:
"From a heapin' helpin' of Grandma Pignone's special spaghetti and
meatballs, fool."
Erin Dempsey '98 is also on the
track team.
Panther sprinter Dave"Glack (in
my hatid) ... and spiel" Savarese
'98 is quite excited about the upcoming season. "I hope they consummate their track destiny, and
go to see the new Fox Pictures release "Booty Call," starring Marlon
Wayans and Jamie Foxx. It is sure to
be a hit, jiist as these lçyptyjadies
willb'e at their4râck aièëte.". :;.„ j
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Men's tennis fine tunes spring image
By Chris Botting

and glassy-eyed players being put
through their training program by
coach Smith is enough to make any
In anticipation of slicing and
football or lacrosse player shiver
lobbing at their opponents, a new
and bless his or her luck for being
force has recently begun to train
in the respective program that
for a long spring campaign of Midthey're in. Next up are inter-team
dlebury athletics, claiming dominchallenge matches this weekend as
ion over the courts of Fletcher
players duel it out in order to deField House and the fitness center:
cide positions. The Panmen's tennis.
thers are focusing on
Upon entering that Middlebury has come a long way
their first opponents, a
dank dungeon of health since its 2-2 fall season. Individual
home match against
and exercise, one readily
players
have
made
efforts
to
better
Colby-Sawyer on March
senses the presence of
23rd.
their
games
so
they
can
no
longer
be
those select few who feel
In the meantime,
no qualms about deliver- at fault for shoddy play.
.don't be surprised to see
ing an immediate backhand to those who would oppose his work ethic." It will be interest- strange-looking students in classes
them. The humbling sight of dread ing to see whether Khaled tears or Proctor with various racquets
leader Khaled "Hollow Point" Saf- into the tape more off of his fore- protruding from their pockets and
fouri '97 twiddling his deuce of hand or as he puts it onto his bags-just be wary not to look them
directly in the eyes because that
thumbs whilst perched atop an ab- wrists.
dominal machine is enough to
If the team continues to practice might result in a nasty confrontamake any freshman think twice and train hard, then they will sure- tion, and let them cut ahead of you,
about asking him for a spot—but ly stay on top of their game and de- they have no patience while waitenough of the oratory....
liver winners. "Our emphasis is on ing to be served. These boys play
Men's tennis is in the midst of work ethic and commitment," within the lines, and when you take
their preseason preparations, as all claims Smith, proving that she will them out of their natural enviroment, well, then you're asking for
students are well aware of as they endure no slackers on her team.
Indeed, the sight of disheveled trouble.
stumble over thousands of tennis
2-2, but Middlebury has come a
long way since then as individual
players have made efforts to better
their game so they can no longer
be at fault for shoddy play.
"Returning players provide
solid bases," said Smith. "Khaled
has improved dramatically, and
provides a good example through

Staff Writer

balls littering Fletcher Field House
each night.
"[Preseason] is going very well,"
said head coach Gail Smith. The
team is "working hard [and] looks
good [right now]." The Panthers
haven't really lost any players since
last season,"have lots of depth" and
took to have a winning season,
backed with such players as Aran
Wong '97, Adam Green '98, Kip
Digges '98 and Rick Morgan '00.
"We should be good," says captain
Saffouri; perhaps head "to the nationals."
Last spring's team was young
and inexperienced, and this past
fall's season didn't go as well as it
could have. The Panthers ended at

Andrew Lin

Will Parker '00 prepares for the team's first match against Colby-Sawyer.

Panther skiers net sixth at NCAA championship
(continued from page 24)
The race series opened with
Wednesday's giant slalom. On this
day, captain Andrea Bither '97
placed 14th, 4.72 back from Christl
Hager of Utah. Brooke Laundon
'00 finished next in 16th, and Mia
DeMattei '97 was 25th.
For the men, captain Steve Anderson '98 placed 12th, only 0.50
away from All-American honors
and 3.25 off of GS champion Brandon Dyksterhouse of UVM. Firstyear Adam Barron, who favors the
slalom, was satisfied with his solid
19th in the GS. Josh Silver '99

sixth in the slalom, +1.10 to the
winning time of Anchorage's Izidor
Jerman. Barron was sitting third
after first run, only 0.11 out of first
after skiing "one of my better runs
all season," he said.
The placing he then hoped to
maintain evaded him but a sound
second run resulted in a stellar performance, nonetheless.
Anderson took 26th with two
solid runs and Silver ended in 30th
after falling and having to hike in
In the men's 10 km classic, An- the first run.
In the women's race, Bither led
drew Johnson '00 advanced Panther efforts by placing 14th o n his point contributions by placing
home course in Craftsbury. An- eleventh, 4.47 off of champion
chorage's Frode Lillefjell won the Roberta Pergher of the University
event with a 2:38.3 margin over of Denver. Bither tost one precious
Johnson. Jay Leach '97 handily took spot in the second run to finish just
19th and Chad Giese '98 finished a 0.14 from an All - American.
solid 22nd.
Having earned All-Americans in
In the slalom Barron reaped All- two previous seasons, this was a
American Honors by posting a difficult series for Bither. She didn't

ended up in 29th after a fall on the
second course put him well back
from his respectable first run.
Molly Enman '97 earned AilAmerican Honors with a tenth
place finish in the 5 km event.
Coach Patty Ross-Tran credited her
performance, "she's worked really,
really hard this season...she deserved it and it was good to see."
Finishing next for the team was
Jessie Donavan '97 in 24th; Lara
DuMond '00 placed 33rd.
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Hundreds of Opportunities
FOR FRIENDLY, PERSONALIZED SERVICE CALL

PETER DEMONG

Scot Applegate

Andrew Johnson '00 placed 14th in the men's 10km classic in Craftsbury.

ski as well as she wanted to but perhaps summed up the feelings of a
number of the seniors by saying
that she was nonetheless "psyched
to do it one last time." She noted
that Panther skiers greatly appreciated having supportive Middlebury
students among the crowds. DeMattei finished the slalom 17th
overall and fifth among eastern
skiers. Laundon ended in 24th after
blowing out of the first course.
Saturday was the fourth and
final, snowy day of events which
consisted of the freestyle races.
Each race began with a mass start _
which sent almost 40 skiers crowding onto the relatively narrow trails.
In the men's 20 km, Johnson executed a couple of break-aways and
stuck with one of the faster packs to
wear down more of his adversaries.
He earned All-American Honors
with a 10th place finish that was
only +1:03.0 to the all-out effort of
UVM's Thorodd Bakken, who won
the event with a photo finish.
Coach Terry Aldrich noted that,
overall, Johnson finished third for
American skiers competing in the
men's nordic events and was also
third among skiers from the east.
"We've never had a freshman as an
All-American for cross-country,"
said Aldrich, "to hang in there with
that group says a lot about his potential for the future." Supporting
Panther efforts was Giese, who
skied a strong race to finish 22nd,
and Leach finished 36th.
Enman led the Middlebury
women in the 15 km skate with a
12th place finish and was again second across the line for eastern
skiers. She was +2:11.4 to Amy
Crawford, who claimed the event
title skiing for Western State College. DuMond finished next in 20th
and Donavan finished 24th.
Aldrich was optimistic in saying,
"the team can be proud of what it
accomplished...and [they] have
every reason to be optimistic about
next year." In the meantime some
skiers will continue to pursue individual results in numerous international-lével events in the coming
weeks: Their season is not over.
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Ninth ranked men's lax open season
By Liz D'Agostino
SiaffWriter

The men's lacrosse team,
coached by Erin Quinn and assistant John Ritter had their first
scrimmages this past weekend at
Springfield College.
The team faced off against Bowdoin and against Springfield. The
team has been practicing inside
Fletcher Gym for the past four
weeks and these scrimmages were
their first time playing outside this
year.
Every player on the Middlebury
team was played and both games
were evenly matched, which provides a positive outlook for the upcoming season.
Springfield and Bowdoin are two
of the best schools in Division III
men's lacrosse as of now and are
both schools that Middlebury will
play in the regular season.
Middlebury is currendy ranked
ninth in Division III and looks forward to a challenging schedule.
Some of their toughest games in-

clude the Alfred Tournament,
Nazareth, the top ranked school in
Division III, Springfield, Amherst,
UVM, Bowdoin and Wîlliams.The
Panthers unfortunately only have
four home games this season so
they will be looking for a lot of support on the road!
Judging from the results of their
early scrimmages, the Panthers
should have a strong team this season. The team welcomes 11 new
first-years who are excited to contribute positively.
The new first-years include Dave
Campbell, Derek Espozio, Ben
Fritz, Andrew Gault, Scott Leetch,
Andrew Moatz, Jed Raymond, Brad
Scott, Pete Soden, John Wenner,
Justin Wensick. Captained by seniors Nick Owsley and Nick Whitman, the team should come together quite well.
The Panthers have one more
sqrimmage next weekend at Keene
State, against Colby, and after that
they begin their official season.
Junior defenseman Brandon

Doyle enthusiastically commented,
"The Springfield scrimmages were
a great start to our season and we
are looking forward to getting outside again against Colby next weekend."
The first official game for the
Panther's is at St. Michael's on
March 19th, following which they
will have the Alfred tournament on
March 22nd, also away.
Sophomore Adam Pascal, a valuable veteran to the team comments;
"The team is very fired up for the
upcoming season and hopes to really come together before the home
opener against Connecticut College on March 29." Junior goalkeeper Brandon Mollett is showing
Campbell the ropes in goal, so Middlebury will be represented solidly
in the cage.
The men's lacrosse team is prepared for a winning season and
with their talent and perserverence
could certainly contend for the National Championship We wish you
luck!

Mark Moynier

A defensemen puts his stick "right across the numbers" as his opponent cradles and looks to make a quick pass.

Panther track looks to break records
By Matt Burwell
and
Mike Cormier
StaffWriters

The women's outdoor track
team is just brimming with talent.
The principle responsibility of the
Panthers will be to win meets with
a unique combination of athleticism and mental toughness. Barring an onslaught of serious health
considerations, the ladies look forward to the absolute domination of
collegiate track and field in New
England.
We must begin this consideration with the most heart-stopping
and crowd-arousing event of them
all, the 5000 meter. Michele Anastasio ('97, '98, '99, or '00) has frequently demonstrated her mastery
over this event, a mastery that will
continue to grow and mature as she
continues her training.
The surfeit of 3000 runners
bodes well for the success of the
ladies this season. Kirsten "Grimace" Taylor '98, Co-Captain Carly
Vynne '97, and Jess Blake '99 constitute the force of nature that is the
3000 meter crowd. Grimace had a
lot to say about the squad: "Not
only are we strong runners, we are

also really nice girls."
All of the 3000 ladies occasionally participate in the one mile
minus 100 meter run, known by
some as the 3.75 lap dash. Joining
them in this momentous event are
Anegenie McCleary '99, Katherine
"Fish" Curtis '98 and Sarah Rebick
'97.
Rounding out the distance people are 800 runners Annah
Heitkamp and Lindsay "Foreigner"
Simpson, two first-years who have
demonstrated a ton of potential.
The field events are a source of
strength, inspiration, and love.
Anne Marie Oberg '98 will undoubtedly continue to blaze a trail
of victory wherever she might
tread, for her domination of the
throwing events cannot be denied.
Jeanne "Pull!" Restivo '99 will seek
to break her own record in the discus this season.
Amy Kriescher '97, hopes to
master the rope swing. Once this is
accomplished, she will whirl, twirl,
and hurl her way to discus-induced
bliss. Co-Captain Alissa White '97
will pole vault, and senior Liz Morgan will continue her impressive
comeback bid, and have a lot of fun
in the triple jump.

Next on the roster are the high
jumpers, a pair of freshpersons who
plan to take their event to a new
level of greatness. Erin "Warm up
laps" Parker '00 has concluded an
impressive indoor season in this
event, and will expand her horizons
to include the triple jump during
the spring. Joining her will be
Cindy Withington '00, who will
also participate in the 100 meter
dash and the 110 meter hurdles.
Also competing in the hurdles is
school-record holder Meghan St.
John '99, who has recovered nicely
from a bout of health considerations.
Speaking of hurdlers, how about
that Anna Tiven '00? Fresh from an
intense training regimen during a
winter that was absolutely rife with
health considerations of a serious
nature, Tiven hopes to tear the roof
off during the outdoor season. Stay
tuned to see her dominate the 110
meter hurdles and beat that
Williams girl again.
In the 25 hundredths of a mile
event, Middlebury will have an
eclectic and charming group of
young ladies. They are, in no particular order: Amy Olson '99, Jenna
(see Panther track, page 21 )
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Men's swimming
By Jon McCall and Josh Landis
The February 28 to March 2 New England Championships
brought an impressive swim season to an end for most, with the exception of those few exceptional men who are continuing on to National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) championships.
Now, as aging senior men with little to look foward to in our future but unemployment and inevitable obesity, we reflect back on a
season filled with innumerable
highs.
As a team that was already
FUEGO since its formation many
moons ago, the Panther men were
only destined for further success
with the completion of the Natatorium. Anyone who has not yet visited this facility has serious issues because it is positively spectacular.
gtgL
Included in this wonderful little E M
package was also a new pool record
board, bare and fresh for the killing.
* Jon McCall'97
Middlebury men wasted no time filling the empty space with first
class times. It seemed that every home swim meet brought with it at
least one new record for the board.
One novel aspect of the team this year was an unprecedented high
number of first-years, who showed nothing but promise for the future of the men's team. Both their hard work in the pool and their
terrestrial exploits and misadventures landed them a defined niche
in men's team history. With Dave "Da Rave" Shoemaker '00 cold
bustin' his moves on the blocks and Marky Mark "Stinky Thumbs"
Williams '00 (aka "Zubrick") cold bustin' himself up at swim team
parties, the team was developing flavor. Then we go on to Ben
"Ruprect" Stucker '00, who left his mark in the pool and in various
fast food and pizza restaurants. Ian "Ju(Too)lio" Dougherty '00 was
never afraid to talk trash, but he backed it up when it came time to
get wet and nasty. Andrew "TDS" McCoy "00 definitely huffed and
puffed a little, but that boy knew how to fight to the bitter end.
"ST Don" Cocchiaro '00 knew how to keep the secrets in the family and swim a vicious long distance race. Sam "Grundle" Rowley '00
was just a yokel from Maine, but has since been transformed into a
breaststroke superstar, kickin'butt and taking names. No one knew
exactly what in God's name was
going on inside of Mike "LickyBoom-Boom" Snow's '00 head, but
he did manage to tune in on the "destroy and take no prisoners" frequency when it came to swimming.
Frank "Dieter" Pandolfe '00 blew
us away in his last mile of the season
at New Englands, but did not get as
far in his interaction with the
women's team. Matt "Hamster"
Fiorentino '00, who always had an
inexplicable smile on his face 24/7,
Josh Landis '97
pulled off some serious breaststroke
stunts when it came down to business.
When it came time to strut our stuff at the New England Championships, we were more than ready. "Shaved and tapered" does not
mean much to your average Joe, but to a swimmer it represents the
culmination of everything he has worked for all season, packed into
a period of three days. To clear up all rumors, the men's team does
shave together and occasionally we shave each other, but only if presented with a hopeless case like Ethan "Hairsuit" Sluter '97, who single-handedly destroyed eight or nine razors in a single night. Anyway, we were ready for combat.
We owned the place from the second we walked in. With our superior cheers and the uncannily loud voices of people like Geoff
"Ron Jeremy" Silvius '99, people knew who we were and what we
were there to do. Taunting the other teams on deck and swimming
ungodly times in the pool, we pulled into third place and held it for
almost the whole meet (with the exception of a short, traumatic period during the first night of finals). Our beautiful and scantily clad
women's team were a divertionary tactic for the other teams, but we
stayed focused. They came for two full days to keep the men's team
in gear, dominating the spectator stands in the process.
The results? Middlebury men: third place. We have never finished
better than fifth place before, so this was quite an accomplishment
for us. Those continuing on to NCAAs include the men of the 400
and 800 free relays: Mike "Monkey Boy" Larsen '99, Jean-Paul
Gowdy '99, Dave Shoemaker '00, and Ian Dougherty '00.
Qualifying in individual events were Mike McCollum '94,
Dougherty, and Jean-Paul "IM Hat Trick - you betta ax somebody"
Gowdy. Though we have always had our team superstars and the
most amazing, best-looking coach in New England, Mary-Ellen
Claffey, this is the first year we have had this type of depth. Everyone played some kind of role in getting us the third place finish, and
all should be proud of themselves.
Signing off, here's to four great years of Panther Swimming.
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ECAC CHAMPIONS!

Women's basketball claims the crown, toppling Bowdoin 71-70
Anne McDonough
StaffWriter

The trophy has come home: the
Middlebury Women's Basketball
team is now the number one team
in the Division III East Coast Athletic Conference (ECAC) Tournament. Awesome playing, great
teamwork, concentration, and allaround skills led the Panthers
through the never-ending, grueling
season. And now they have the
banner to prove it. *
The first play-off game was
played on March 1 at home against
Westfield State, arguably one of
Middlebury's toughest in-state rivals. Chrissie Peterson '99 awed the
crowd with 21 points, while cocaptain Kristin Manix '97 added
ten points and ten rebounds. Lauren Brown '98 scored 15 points to
help lead Middlebury to a 85-72
win. The shooting in the first half of
the game was pretty even on both
sides, but the Panthers took off in
the second half and scored 52
points, out-classing Westfield
State's mere 38.
On March 8 the Panthers faced
Colby in Maine. Once again the
Marx Moynier team played a great game, hitting
their shots and letting only one
The defender can only look on in despair as number twelve, Lauren Brown
Colby player out-shoot them.
'98, drives to make a lay-up against Westfield State in the ECAC tourney.

StaffWriter

Sixth. That's the national rank
that the Middlebury College Ski
Team earned at the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division I Championships, hosted
last week, March 5 - 8, by the University of Vermont.
Thus, Panther skiing maintains
this final ranking for a second
straight season, again placing itself
well ahead of any other schools that
do not offer athletic scholarships
(and a good many that do). In twoevent totals, women's alpine placed
fifth, men's alpine sixth, women's
nordic eighth, and men's nordic finished sixth.
Many Middlebury skiers did not
perform to the peak of their abilities and went without turning in
the best results of their seasons. Instead their collective achievements
resulted more from individual successes supported by a full team of
competent skiers.
However, at some point during
the four days of events, each of the
21 teams present displayed its own
particular weaknesses. This often
left the top spots up for grabs in the
tight competition en route to the
final standings. In the end, a decisive national championship went to
the University of Utah for the second straight year; UVM, who routinely set the standards on the eastern circuit this season, earned
second.
A new ranking system was
adopted this year in which each
team would discard its three poorest scores. This resulted in a close

41, but like the rest of the game, it
was very close.
Going into the second half Middlebury trailed by four points, but
they persevered, shot well, and
scored. The game literally game
down to the last second, with Middlebury scoring one more goal and
winning the championship by a
mere one point, winning 71-70.
The Panthers survived a long,
tough season with grace and an
awesome record intact. They were
11-1 at home, 6-4 in conference,
and 14-3 in non-conference games,
with an overail record of 20-7. Peterson was consistently ranked as a
leading scorer in the New England
Small College Athletic Association
(NESCAC), as was Brown.
Another awesome season ended
on the best note possible: a successful championship.
The seniors will be sorely
missed, but judging from this season, Middlebury will be more than
a contender next year. They will be
defending champions.

Women's tennis looking
for somebody to "love"
By Sarah T. Hall

young group of players; thus fans
can look forward to seeing this
One might say that Middlebury group of talented atheletes work towomen's tennis is looking for love gether for some time to come. One
women stated that the team was
contest that could not be appreciat- of New Mexico's team (eighth) con- in all the right places — their op"good in the fall" and looks forward
ponent's
game
scores
to
be
exact.
ed with much certainty until after sisted entirely of skiers from other
to a similarly successful spring seaTennis
could
be
the
one
setting
in
the final day's events became offi- nations.
son.
the
world
where
"love"
counts
for
Impressive
skiing
ability
evicial.
nothing,
and
our
women's
team
The team has reason to expect
dently
held
out
until
the
last
racer
Compared to the regular seasuccess,because of all of their hard
son's carnival competitions, the crossed the finish line in both knows how to keep it that way.
Senior captain Heidi Erdmann preseason work. The team has
fields of 35 to 39 skiers seemed par- alpine and nordic events. Times
'97
is entering her last spring sea- reached a higher extent of physical
ticularly abbreviated and contrast- were often so close that there was
son
at the college, and keeps the fitness which comes through in
ed strongly in that all competitors no room for error or weakness. For
team
motivated and pulled togeth- their play. Kristen Borden '99
example,
after
the
first
run
of
the
were there to do damage. The fields
er.
"She's
our spirit captain!" com- worked hard over the course of the
men's
giant
slalom,
less
than
one
included several former national
team skiers from the United States second separated eleventh place ments first-year player Molly winter to keep her level of play conand from other nations represented from 26th. Put simply, the pressure Thomas. She went on to say that sistent. She states that she feels the
team has "so much potential, and
"We're going to do well!"
by the substantial body of foreign to perform was intense.
The women's team is a fairly really looks strong."
competitors. In fact, the University
(see Panther skiers, page 22)
Kirsten Leuner '99, a sophomore
transfer from Davidson, spent the
fall recovering from a torn ACL, but
is now back in prime form. She and
her doubles partner, Emily
Richards '98, are a dominant force
on the team. Jen Cyrkler, another
member of the strong class of '99,
is relied upon for her quick hands
and superior volleying technique.
Borden comments that "this is a
building year; a really formative
time for the team." The truth behind these words is clear when one
examines the powerful first-year
members of women's tennis.
Jess Kasis '00 is reported to be a
very reliable all-around player. Jess
Grillo '00 has a phenomenal serve
which leaves her opponents in the
dust. Lindsay Ericson '00 is relentless on the court, and manages to
get even the most impossible shots.
Thomas is strong, consistent, and
has a very positive attitude.
The team is spending Spring
Break '97 in New Jersey and VirScot Applegate ginia where they will play their first
matches of the season.
Brooke Laundon '00 helped the women's alpine team to a fifth place finish at the NCAA championships at Sfowe.

Skiing places sixth at Div. I NCAAs
By Scot Applegate

Brown was the leading scorer with
17 points, while Manix and Dawn
Trowbridge '00 tied at 11.
Unfortunately the defensive
plays were not as victorious as the
offense: Middlebury allowed Colby
to lead with 48 rebounds to the
Panthers' 35. However, Trowbridge
was seven for seven on the line,
while Brown hit ten from the line.
Middlebury scored consistently
throughout the game, while Colby
picked up their shots in the second
half and almost doubled their firsthalf score. The Panthers triumphed
with a score pf 72-65.
The next day the Panthers went
up against Bowdoin in the finals of
the championship. The intensity
was high the entire game and the
two teams were very well-matched.
Kelly McCarthy '99 led the team
with 20 points, while Brown scored
18 and Peterson 13.
Once again, the Panthers did not
come through on their goal to outrebound their opponent, having 39
total rebounds against Bowdoin's
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